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Director: Dr. Richard Handel 
 
 When respondents to self-report measures fail to answer in accordance with item content 
it distorts the accuracy of obtained test scores, degrading the ability of clinicians to use results to 
make accurate diagnoses and recommendations. The Variable Response Inconsistency (VRIN) 
scale was created for the MMPI-2 and was later revised as the VRIN-r scale for the MMPI-2-RF 
and MMPI-A-RF in order to detect and invalidate protocols oversaturated with random 
responding. Analyses conducted by Pitta (2016) revealed that the VRIN-r scale for the MMPI-A-
RF was not ideally sensitive to the detection of random responding in protocols. This study 
explored adding items drawn from another validity scale used to detect overreporting on the 
MMPI-A-RF (the F-r scale) to the VRIN-r scale to ascertain if the resultant hybrid scale was 
more sensitive to random responding. Using the MMPI-A-RF normative sample and an 
overreporting sample from the MMPI-A, analyses were conducted to identify the ideal number 
of F-r items to add to the VRIN-r scale that maximized sensitivity to random responding while 
maintaining specificity from detecting overreporting. F-r items were also added to another 
validity scale, the Combined Response Inconsistency (CRIN) scale, to ascertain if this hybrid 
scale was reliably sensitive to random responding. Analyses revealed that adding six F-r items to 
both the VRIN-r and CRIN scale greatly improved their sensitivity to random responding while 
maintaining adequate specificity from the detection of overreporting. Implications for these 
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For clinicians and researchers to obtain valid information from self-report measures 
respondents need to answer items in accordance with each item’s content. When respondents fail 
to respond to item content, it distorts the accuracy and validity of obtained scores. The use of 
techniques and scales within self-report measures to detect a respondent’s failure to respond to 
test content in various ways has been incorporated into testing for several decades. At first, the 
bulk of the psychometric research and development of these scales were found in self-report 
cognitive testing (scholastic aptitude, vocabulary, mathematical reasoning, etc.), however this 
soon spread to self-report measures of personality and psychopathology (Tellegen, 1988). One of 
the first self-report, personality inventories to create scales to detect the several ways individuals 
can aberrantly respond to test items was the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 
(MMPI) (Hathaway & McKinley, 1942), a measure designed to detect and describe problematic 
psychopathology symptoms and personality traits (Dahlstrom, Welsh, & Dahlstrom, 1972; 
Tellegen, 1988).  
Over the evolution of the MMPI, multiple of these so called “Validity Scales” were 
added to the test, one of which, named the Variable Response Inconsistency (VRIN) scale, was 
used to detect random responding in protocols. It first appeared in the MMPI-2 (Butcher, 
Dahlstrom, Graham, Tellegen, & Kaemmer, 1989) and in the adolescent version of the MMPI, 
the MMPI-A (Butcher et al., 1992), and was retained and restructured as the VRIN-r scale in the 
newer MMPI-2-RF (Ben-Porath & Tellegen, 2008) and the MMPI-A-RF (Archer, Handel, Ben-
Porath, & Tellegen, 2016).  Recent research has delineated the sensitivity of the VRIN-r scale to 
detect random responding on the MMPI-2-RF (Handel, Tellegen, Ben-Porath, & Archer, 2010) 
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and the MMPI-A-RF (Pitta, 2016). Unfortunately, the sensitivity of the VRIN-r scale to 
simulated random responding on the newly created MMPI-A-RF was found to be significantly 
lower than the VRIN-r scale on the MMPI-2-RF, and it performed poorer at identifying protocols 
as invalid due to saturation with aberrant, random responding (Pitta, 2016). This study seeks to 
explore a procedure to improve the sensitivity of the VRIN-r scale in the detection of random 
responding on the MMPI-A-RF as to optimize the detection of invalid protocols oversaturated 
with random responses.  
Traits, Aberrancy, and Content Non-Responsiveness 
 Tellegen (1988) defines a trait as a psychological construct that underlies a relatively 
stable behavior disposition, or a tendency to respond in certain ways in specific situations. A 
personality trait is a type of trait that underlies multiple behaviors that have several adaptational 
effects. In psychometrics, a trait level is a quantitative variable representing a single person’s 
standing in a trait dimension. This trait level is an individual difference measure as it can be used 
to compare a single person’s score to other individual’s scores on that same dimension. A trait 
dimension can be conceptualized as signifying parametric or statistical differences among 
persons whose psychological structures, with respect to that trait in question, are basically the 
same. This specific type of trait that has a basic structure present in many persons who may vary 
considerably in trait level, has been called a dimensional trait. If it is thought to be common in 
most people, a dimensional trait is called nomothetic (as opposed to idiographic) (Tellegen, 
1988). Self-report measures such as the MMPI capitalize on the idea of nomothetic dimensional 
traits as they seek to classify an individual who takes the assessment on several dimensions that 
are thought to be represented in all people. This not only allows comparisons between 
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respondents on a certain trait dimension, but it can allow for the clinician to ascertain if the trait 
level a person falls on likely predicts certain maladaptive behaviors and cognitions.  
 Consistency on a trait score can be defined as the degree of stability of scores for a given 
trait with a dimensional model. This requires scores representing the trait behave strictly as 
estimates of that trait and that scores obtained from others on this trait fall on one continuum. 
When model-based statistical tests show too little interindividual covariation, or too much 
intraindividual scatter then the data are considered too inconsistent and in violation of the model 
specified (Tellegen, 1988). There are multiple measures that have been created in the assessment 
literature that have been used to detect inconsistency.  Most of these measures were originally 
used in the cognitive assessment literature, specifically for tests of school achievement, 
mathematics reasoning, vocabulary, or professional certification (Tellegen, 1988). Nearly all 
these early measures of inconsistency focused on, what Tellegen (1988) calls, aberrancy, or 
records so inconsistent with trait models that they are considered uninterruptable. These 
measures were created by first identifying what an “average” scoring record looked like for the 
test in question, and then making a scale that detected protocols that were so deviant from this 
“average” protocol they raised questions as to whether valid data was provided. In cognitive 
assessment, deviant protocols were usually caused by a responder misunderstanding the 
instructions, severe scoring errors, or cheating. The personality assessment literature slowly 
followed the cognitive literature in adding measures to detect aberrancy in self-report measures 
(Tellegen, 1988).  
In self-report personality assessment, one type of aberrancy is caused when a respondent 
tries to minimize or maximize their symptoms or traits. Overreporting, feigning, or “faking bad” 
is a response set in individuals seeking to magnify or even feign their symptoms in order to 
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present themselves as very psychologically disturbed or hurt (Baer, Kroll, Rinaldo, & Ballenger, 
1999). Overreporting is usually done so a person can obtain a goal such as admission to a 
psychiatric hospital, avoidance of responsibility for a crime, or to win compensation for 
psychological harm in personal injury litigation (Berry, Baer, & Harris, 1991). At the other 
extreme, underreporting, also known as defensiveness, “faking good,” or socially desirable 
responding is a common response in individuals who are trying to present themselves in the best 
possible light, denying even minor faults that are common to most people.  Like in overreporting, 
this usually occurs in high stakes personality assessments whereby exhibiting well-adjusted 
psychology will aid the person in obtaining a goal they want, e.g., job selection, child custody, or 
early release from hospital (Baer, Wetter, & Berry, 1992). 
Another type of aberrancy response in personality assessment is called content non-
responsiveness. This is when test-takers fail to respond to the content of items on self-report 
measures (Handel, Ben-Porath, Tellegen, & Archer, 2010). Content non-responsiveness has two 
types: fixed responding and random responding.  Fixed responding is when a test-taker tends to 
endorse items in the same way repeatedly regardless of item content. In a true-false questionnaire 
this problem would manifest as endorsing test items with indiscriminate true (acquiescence) or 
indiscriminate false (counter-acquiescence) responses (Handel et al., 2010). Random responding, 
the focus of this study, occurs when a test-taker fails to pay attention to test content and 
indiscriminately marks down his or her answers aimlessly (Handel et al., 2010).  Content non-
responsiveness may be produced by test takers who do not understand instructions, have 
reactivity towards observation, have lack of motivation to cooperate with the testing, are 
disinterested or fatigued, have reading problems, or have cognitive impairment (Berry et al., 
1992; Meier, 1994; Ben-Porath, 2008). 
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History of Scales Used to Detect the Types of Aberrancy on the MMPI  
Overreporting. Multiple scales were developed for the MMPI and later the MMPI-2 and 
MMPI-A for detection of aberrancy. The original MMPI (Hathaway & McKinley, 1942) 
included the F (Infrequency) scale which was created to detect protocols that were saturated with 
items rarely endorsed in the normative sample. The scale worked by identifying protocols so 
unusual (compared to the normative sample) that it was doubtful that these protocols were 
measuring true personality and psychopathology data, and rather were the result of respondents 
overreporting response style The F scale was also included in the creation of the MMPI-2 
(Butcher et al., 1989) and the MMPI-A (Butcher et al., 1992) to measure the same construct. 
Arbisi and Ben-Porath (1995) developed an additional scale on the MMPI-2 to better detect 
overreporting of severe psychopathology. They selected items in the MMPI-2 sample that were 
rarely selected in both the normative sample and in a sample of psychiatric patients. This scale 
was named the Fp (Infrequency Psychopathology) scale and was created because the original F 
scale sometimes indicated a person was overreporting when they were reporting true, severe 
psychopathology (Arbisi & Ben-Porath, 1995). The Fp scale was created to more finely 
discriminate between those who were overreporting and those who were reporting actual severe 
psychopathology. For the MMPI-A, the original F scale was composed of items infrequently 
endorsed by the normative MMPI-A (Butcher et al., 1992).  The F and Fp scales were revised for 
the MMPI-2-RF as the F-r and Fp-r scales (Tellegen & Ben-Porath, 2008) and the F scale in the 
MMPI-A was revised as the F-r scale for the MMPI-A-RF (Archer et al., 2016), all continuing to 
measure the overreporting level of respondents to these instruments. The F-r scale for the MMPI-
A-RF was also updated such that it was composed of items that were not only rarely endorsed by 
the normative sample, but also from rarely endorsed from the combined developmental sample  
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in outpatient, inpatient, correctional, and school setting (Archer et al., 2016). As such, the F-r 
scale for the new MMPI-A-RF functions similarly to the Fp-r scale on the MMPI-2-RF (Tellegen 
& Ben-Porath, 2008).  
Underreporting. Two scales were also developed for the original MMPI to detect 
underreporting. The L (Lie) scale (Hathaway & McKinley, 1951) was created by identifying 
items that were rarely endorsed by the normative sample and included content that presented the 
test-taker as overly virtuous or extremely well-mannered. This scale was created to detect 
individuals who minimized their psychopathology and presented themselves in such a positive 
light that it inhibited the ability of scores to accurately represent the person’s psychopathology 
and personality. The K (correction) scale (McKinley, Hathaway, & Meehl, 1948) was created by 
identifying items that tended to be endorsed by individuals who were hospitalized with 
psychological difficulties, yet yielded profiles that indicated no severe psychopathology. Thus, 
greater scores on this scale indicated a person that was highly defensive and minimizing their 
psychopathology, however this defensiveness was more subtle than the defensiveness detected 
by the L scale (McKinley, Hathaway, & Meehl, 1948). All the L items and all but one of the K 
items are keyed in the false direction. Thus, although neither scale was originally designed to 
detect content non-responsiveness, both scales are sensitive to counter-acquiescent responding as 
well (Handel et al. 2010).  The L and K scales were carried over from the original MMPI to the 
MMPI-2 (Butcher et. al, 1989; Ben-Porath, 2008), and then were revised as the L-r and K-r 
scales and included in the MMPI-2-RF (Tellegen & Ben-Porath, 2008).  L and K scales were 
also created to detect underreporting in protocols of the MMPI-A (Butcher et al., 1992; Graham, 
Archer, Tellegen, Ben-Porath, & Kaemmer, 2006), and similar to what was done in the MMPI-2-
RF, were revised as L-r and K-r for the MMPI-A-RF (Archer et al., 2016).  
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Content non-responsiveness. Scales specifically designed to detect random and fixed 
responding on the MMPI started with Beuchly and Ball’s (1952) Test-Retest (TR) index. The TR 
was composed of sixteen repeated items that were originally included to aid in machine scoring. 
If an individual answered one of these repeated items differently than they initially did then a 
raw score point would be added to the scale. Although TR was sensitive to random responding, 
Tellegen (1988) pointed out that it was not sensitive to fixed responding. Tellgen in 1982 
developed scales for his Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ) (Tellegen, 1982; 
Tellegen & Waller, 2008) designed to detect random and acquiescent/counter-acquiescent 
responding, and these scales were named the Variable Response Inconsistency Scale (VRIN) and 
the True Response Inconsistency (TRIN) scale, respectively. The two MPQ scales were used as 
the basis for the development of the same-named scales on the MMPI-2 (Butcher et al., 1989; 
Butcher, Graham, Ben-Porath, Tellegen, Dahlstrom, & Kaemmer, 2001) and on the MMPI-A 
(Butcher et al., 1989; Graham et al., 2006). The VRIN and TRIN were revised as the VRIN-r and 
TRIN-r scales and included in the MMPI-2-RF (Tellegen & Ben-Porath, 2008) and the MMPI-
A-RF (Archer et al., 2016).  Finally, the Combined Response Inconsistency scale (CRIN) was 
created by Archer et al. (2016) for the MMPI-A-RF as composite of both the VRIN-r and TRIN-
r scales, and was designed to measure the overall content non-responsiveness (both fixed and 
random) in the protocol (Archer et al., 2016).   
Creation of the VRIN, VRIN-r, and CRIN Scales for the MMPI-2, MMPI-2-RF, and 
MMPI-A-RF 
 The Variable Response Inconsistency scale was developed for the MMPI-2 to detect 
random responding (Butcher et al., 1989, 2001). It consists of 67 item pairs with either similar or 
opposite content.  The VRIN scale for the MMPI-A consists of 50 paired items and was like the 
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VRIN scale on the MMPI-2 in that it includes pairs of items with similar and opposite content 
(Butcher et. al, 1992). Thus, test-takers that answered an item pair as FT, TF, FF, or TT would 
suggest inconsistent responding and add a raw score point to the VRIN scale.  
 Tellegen and Ben-Porath (2008) revamped the VRIN scale for the MMPI-2-RF, creating 
the VRIN-r scale for the test. The procedures they used were the same as the procedures used by 
Archer et al. (2016) to create the VRIN-r scale for the MMPI-A-RF. Each raw score unit for the 
VRIN-r scale is composed of a pair of items from the inventory, and the keyed direction is 
determined by the configural response to the two items. For the VRIN-r scale, these two items 
include similar content (unlike the previous VRIN scale used in the MMPI-2 and the MMPI-A 
where questions could be similar or opposites). The two items have four possible response 
patterns (TT, TF, FT, and FF), two of these responses (TF and FT) can suggest inconsistent 
responding and can be keyed as a positive score and coded “1.” The two other responses (TT and 
FF) do not suggest inconsistent responding and are always keyed as a negative score and coded 
“0.” The pair of items that are scored in a configural pattern were labeled c-composites by 
Tellegen and Ben-Porath (2008).  Their criteria for identifying suitable c-composites to compose 
the VRIN-r scale was: 
1. The two items within each c-composite had to be reliably, positively correlated, thus 
suggesting that they were related in content.  
2. The content of each of the c-composites, when scored positively, were judged to be 
inconsistent by Tellegen and Ben-Porath (2008).  
3. Each c-composite was required to have a low ratio of observed frequencies to expected 
frequencies to ensure that any keyed response pair was statistically improbable.  
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4. The c-composite was also required to have a low degree of content saturation as 
determined by a negligible or weak correlation with an additive composite consisting of 
the same two inventory items but now scored to measure the shared content component 
of the two items. An example helps for this explanation. Suppose the hypothetical item 
pair (“I am sad most of the time” and “I am blue most of the time”) had been combined to 
create TF and FT c-composites for possible use as supposedly content-free random 
response indicators. Criterion 4 would have called for computing correlations of the TF 
and FT c-composites with a measure made up of the same two inventory items combined 
additively. The two-item scale would therefore assess the shared content of the two items, 
specifically, the respondent’s feelings of dysphoria. Low correlations of the c-composites 
with this scale would have been required as empirical evidence that the c-composites 
were indeed relatively free of content and only assessing random responding.  
5. The final criterion was designed to prevent the response to a single inventory item from 
exerting excessive influence on the total VRIN-r scale. It required that no inventory item 
belong to more than one of each of the four kinds of c-composites (TT, TF, FT, or FF). 
Thus, one inventory item could not be used multiple times in different c-composite to 
indicate random responding. This prevents one inconsistent response from the test-taker 
being used multiple times in c-composites with other similar items, thus inflating the 
VRIN-r total score.  
The resulting VRIN-r scale for the MMPI-2-RF consisted of 53 c-composites (Tellegen & Ben-
Porath, 2008), and the resulting VRIN-r scale on the MMPI-A-RF consisted of 27 c-composites 
(Archer et al., 2016). The VRIN-r score for both tests equals the number of scored 
inconsistences. These raw scores are converted to linear T scores; scores 65 and above suggest 
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some inconsistent responding, where scores 80 and above invalidate a protocol for interpretation 
on the MMPI-2-RF (Tellegen & Ben-Porath, 2008). On the MMPI-A-RF T scores of 75 and 
above invalidate a protocol (Archer et al., 2016).  
As can be seen the VRIN-r scales for both the MMPI-2-RF and MMPI-A-RF are distinct 
from the old VRIN scales from the MMPI-2 and MMPI-A in that item pairs (c-composites) 
consist of only similar content items. Thus, only true-false and false-true responses can add a raw 
score point to the VRIN-r scale, whereas both similar and opposite item content was used on the 
VRIN scales such that all four possible responses (TF, FT, TT, and FF) could possibly indicate 
inconsistency and add a raw score point to the VRIN scale. Other differences are that the 
Tellegen and Ben-Porath (2008) conducted procedures to ensure VRIN-r items were relatively 
content independent and that no item appeared twice in a VRIN-r c-composite. These 
procedures, coupled with the general reduction of the item pool when creating the MMPI-2-RF 
from the MMPI-2 and the MMPI-A-RF from the MMPI-A, lowered the number of items within 
the VRIN-r scales as compared to the original VRIN scales. The MMPI-2’s VRIN scale of 67 
paired items was reduced to 53 pairs of items in the combined VRIN-r and F-r scale of the 
MMPI-2-RF, and the MMPI-A’s VRIN scale of 50 paired items was dramatically reduced to 27 
paired items in the MMPI-A-RF’s VRIN-r scale.  
 As mentioned above, the VRIN-r scale for the MMPI-A-RF was smaller than the VRIN-r 
scale in the MMPI-2-RF. This was also the case for the TRIN-r scale in the MMPI-A-RF, as it 
was composed of thirteen c-composites compared to the MMPI-2-RF TRIN-r’s 26 c-composites 
(Archer et al., 2016; Tellegen & Ben-Porath, 2008). In light of the relative brevity of both the 
TRIN-r and VRIN-r scale within the MMPI-A-RF, Archer and colleagues (2016) created a 
composite of both the VRIN-r and TRIN-r scale called the CRIN scale to measure overall 
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content non-responsiveness (both fixed and random). The creation of the scale was made to 
provide increased, incremental sensitivity to content non-responsiveness on the MMPI-A-RF to 
combat the possibility that the shorter VRIN-r and TRIN-r scales would not be as efficient at 
detecting content non-responsiveness as their longer MMPI-2-RF counterparts.  
Efficiency of the VRIN and VRIN-r Scales  
VRIN for the MMPI-2. Multiple studies have found that the VRIN scale is sensitive to 
random responding for the MMPI-2. Berry et al. (1991) instructed 180 college students to 
randomly respond to an MMPI-2 protocol at certain points in the test protocol and found that the 
VRIN scale was sensitive at detecting these students’ response sets. Interestingly, this study 
found that the F and Fb scale (both infrequency scales described above) were better at detecting 
random responding when it occurred later in the test protocol. This was explained by the VRIN 
items being more concentrated in the beginning of the test protocol, whereas F and Fb items 
were more evenly distributed throughout the test (Berry et al., 1991). Another study conducted 
by Berry, Wetter, Baer, Larsen, Clark, and Monroe (1992) surveyed college students, community 
members, and police academy applicants across multiple experiments asking them if they 
randomly responded to the test, and if so, how many items they thought they randomly 
responded to. Not only did the study find that a significant number of participants admitted to 
answering some items randomly (29-60% of the sample depending on the experiment), but they 
found that participant’s indication of the number of items they responded to randomly was 
reliably and positively correlated with VRIN scores. Cramer (1995) and Gallen and Berry (1996) 
attempted to test various formulas composing different validity scales of the MMPI-2 to better 
detect random responding. In both studies it was found that the VRIN scale reliably detected 
either simulated or respondent-instructed randomness in profiles. Finally, Charter and Lopez 
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(2003) utilized a Monte Carlo approach to generate 5,000 completely random responses for 
multiple validity scales including the VRIN. They found that the VRIN was sensitive to 
simulated random responding, however they argued that the cutoff for the VRIN scale was too 
high and did not optimally detect and eliminate random protocols. All of the aforementioned 
studies confirmed that the VRIN scale is sensitive to random responding, although there were 
findings that the VRIN was less sensitive to back protocol randomness due to item distribution 
(Berry et al., 1991) and there was an argument concerning the proper cutoff for the VRIN scale 
(Charter and Lopez, 2003).  
VRIN for the MMPI-A. The VRIN scale for the MMPI-A has also been found to be 
sensitive to random responding. Baer, Ballenger, Berry, and Wetter (1997) used a community 
sample of 106 adolescents, and using procedures like Berry et al. 1991, instructed respondents to 
randomly respond at different points in the MMPI-A. They found that the VRIN scale was 
sensitive to random responding, but again, like what was found by Berry et al. (1991) in the 
MMPI-2, the F scale was better at detecting random responding in later portions of the test due to 
its items being more equally distributed throughout the test unlike the VRIN’s items. Another 
study conducted by Baer, Kroll, Rinaldo, and Ballenger (1999) gave 24 nonclinical adolescents 
instructions to fill out an MMPI-A protocol to indicate severe psychological distress, and then 
had another 20 nonclinical adolescents fill out the MMPI-A protocol without access to the test 
booklet to simulate random responding. This was done to determine if the detection of random 
responding and overreporting could be discriminated by looking at the VRIN scale and the F 
scale. They found that the VRIN scale reliably detected only random responding, whereas the F 
scale could reliably detect both random responding and overreporting. Archer and Elkins (1999) 
examined 354 MMPI-A protocols obtained in a clinical setting and compared them to 354 
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MMPI-A protocols saturated with computer-simulated random responding. They found that the 
VRIN scale was sensitive to random responding and the cutoff value proposed in the MMPI-A 
manual (Butcher et al., 1989) was largely appropriate. Archer, Handel, Lynch, and Elkins (2002) 
examined five samples of MMPI-A protocols: one included MMPI-A protocols from 100 
inpatient adolescents, another was composed of 100 totally random, computer generated 
protocols, and the final three were composed of varying degrees of computer generated 
randomness inserted into the back half the MMPI-A. They found that the VRIN was sensitive to 
random responding, however, like what was found in some previous research, it performed 
worse detecting randomness in the back of the MMPI-A profile and at detecting partially random 
protocols. Pinsoneault (2005) used protocols from 43 adolescent respondents to the MMPI-A and 
inserted varying degrees of computer-simulated random responses into their protocols. He found 
that VRIN was the most sensitive at detecting all random protocols, however it still failed to 
correctly identify 35% of all random protocols.  All these studies indicate that, like the VRIN 
scale in the MMPI-2, the VRIN scale in the MMPI-A is sensitive to random responding, 
however it is not as sensitive to random responding situated in the back of the MMPI-A protocol 
(Baer et al., 1997; Archer et al., 2002), and to partial random responding (Archer et al., 2002).  
VRIN-r for the MMPI-2-RF. The MMPI-2-RF technical manual (Tellegen & Ben-
Porath, 2008) presented some preliminary analyses that showed that the VRIN-r scale was 
sensitive to random responding (Handel, Ben-Porath, Tellegen, & Archer, 2007), and these same 
authors presented the complete results in an article in 2010. They used a computer simulation of 
random responding to insert varying percentages of random responses into a sample of originally 
valid 2,109 MMPI-2-RF protocols. The insertion was increased by increments of 10% until all 
protocols were composed of 100% randomly inserted responses. They then analyzed the average 
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VRIN-R T-score for the sample and obtained the percentage of the sample that yielded a VRIN-r 
T score that was 80 and above (suggesting an invalidated protocol) for each of the 10% 
increments. Results revealed that the VRIN-r scale was sensitive to random responding. For 
instance, at the 50% level of random response insertion, the mean VRIN-r T score for the sample 
was 81.5 (SD = 12.8) (the original, i.e. unmodified, sample had a mean T score of 49.5, SD = 
9.5), and the VRIN-r scale identified 53.7% of the profiles as being invalid (T score ≥ 80). At the 
70% level the mean T score was 90 (SD = 13.6), and the scale suggested invalid protocols for 
77% of the sample. These results provide evidence that the VRIN-r scale on the MMPI-2-RF is 
sensitive to random responding and can efficiently detect problematic random responding even 
when profiles are only partially saturated with it.  
VRIN-r on the MMPI-A-RF. Using the same procedure performed by Handel et al. 
(2010), Pitta (2016) inserted varying degrees of randomness into 1215 MMPI-A-RF protocols to 
test the efficiency of its VRIN-r scale. At 50% random insertion, the data produced an average 
VRIN-r T score of 64.3 (SD = 10.1) with 14.5% of protocols identified as invalid. At 100% 
random insertion, the average VRIN-r T score was 71.6 (SD = 10.7) with 36.6% of the protocols 
identified as invalid. This means that if an individual randomly responded to an entire MMPI-A-
RF, the chances that protocol would be thrown out due to an elevated score on the VRIN-r would 
be about one in three. Conversely, this means that two out of three times this totally random 
protocol would fail to be thrown out by the VRIN-r scale and, barring failure of other validity 
indices, would go on to be interpreted in full.  Pitta (2016) also analyzed the CRIN scale (a 
composite of both fixed and random responding) to see if it incrementally added sensitivity to 
the detection of random responding. The VRIN-r and CRIN scale together invalidated only 
50.1% of protocols saturated with 100% random responding, thus the CRIN scale did provide 
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some modest incremental improvement in random response detection than just the VRIN alone. 
However, it seems that the VRIN-r scale’s reliability at detecting random responding alone is 
much weaker than the same scale in the MMPI-2-RF, and even with the inclusion of CRIN, only 
about half the totally random protocols were correctly identified as invalid due to random 
responding.  
Why is the VRIN-r Scale on the MMPI-A-RF Less Sensitive to Random Responding?  
One problem is caused by VRIN-r scale being formed into c-composites. As mentioned 
above each VRIN-r raw score point is determined by a respondent answers to two items. If, for 
instance, we suppose a person is responding randomly to those two items, statistically, there is 
only, on average, a 50% chance that the respondent will answer the two items in the c-composite 
in such a way as to cause one raw score point being added to the VRIN-r scale. This means that, 
on average, 50% of the time the random responder will produce a c-composite that fails to detect 
that random responding has occurred even when the respondent is truly responding randomly. 
Thus, not only are two items needed for one raw score point on the VRIN-r, but the two items 
only detect random responding half the time, at best. This means there needs to be enough c-
composites to provide a proper sample of the opportunities for randomly responding. As 
mentioned above the VRIN-r scale for the MMPI-2-RF is more sensitive to random responding 
than the VRIN-r scale for the MMPI-A-RF. The VRIN-r c-composites make up approximately 
16% of the item pool for MMPI-2-RF, whereas this figure is 11% for the MMPI-A-RF. This 
approximate 5% reduction in composition could have greatly attenuated the sensitivity of the 
VRIN-r on the MMPI-A-RF to random responding.  
Another factor is that the adolescent normative sample tends to endorse c-composites 
within the VRIN-r scale at a slightly higher rate than adults. In the MMPI-2-RF the normative 
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adult sample, on average, endorsed 6% of the VRIN-r items (Tellegen & Ben-Porath, 2008), 
whereas the adolescent sample for the MMPI-A-RF endorsed, on average, 10% of the VRIN-r 
items (Archer et al., 2016). The slightly higher rate of endorsement in the adolescent normative 
sample of VRIN-r items means that more items need to be endorsed for scores to go over the 75 
T score cut off to identify problematic random responding in the MMPI-A-RF.  
Another cause is due to the VRIN-r composition. As mentioned above, using c-
composites can only detect random responding 50% of the time, at best. However, most c-
composites within the VRIN-r item pool are not keyed in the reverse direction. Specifically, this 
means that if a c-composite has a keyed sequence of TF, one would assume that FT response 
would also be in the keyed direction, however most c-composites are keyed in one of these 
sequences. The reason that this occurred is because, although these two items in the c-composite 
are statistically related and were deemed to be of similar content, they failed to meet at least one 
of Tellegen and Ben-Porath’s (2008) criteria (specifically one of criteria three, four, and five 
explained above) to be included as keyed in the reverse direction. This means that the detection 
rate of random responding for c-composites that are only include one of TF or FT as in the keyed 
direction falls to 25%. Of the 27 items in the VRIN-r item pools, only four c-composites are 
keyed in both the TF and FT direction, this means that are actually only 23 unique opportunities 
to detect random responding, and each opportunity can only detect true random responding a 
quarter of the time. The MMPI-2-RF’s VRIN-r also has a similar percentage of its’ total c-
composites that are keyed in both directions: six c-composites out of the 53 being keyed in both 
directions. However, this means there is a much larger pool of unique opportunities to detect 
random responses on the VRIN-r in the MMPI-2-RF with 47, as compared to the 23 for the 
VRIN-r in the MMPI-A-RF. Although the rate of detection is still at 25% for these opportunities, 
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the significantly greater amount of unique opportunities to detect randomness likely explains 
why VRIN-r scale on the MMPI-2-RF is more sensitive to random responding than the VRIN-r 
scale for the MMPI-A-RF (Pitta, 2006). 
Exacerbating this, the VRIN-r on the MMPI-A-RF is roughly half the length of both the 
original MMPI-A VRIN scale and the VRIN-r scale on the MMPI-2-RF. Thus, the 23 unique c-
composites on the VRIN-r scale for the MMPI-A-RF may not be a large enough sample of 
opportunities to reliably detect random responding. The obvious solution to this would be to 
simply add more c-composites to the VRIN-r scale, but unfortunately all possible c-composites 
have been exhausted in the MMPI-A-RF’s sample of items and creating new items would 
necessitate an entirely new standardization process for the test. Lowering the cutoff T score for 
the VRIN-r is another solution, but this may harm the tests specificity and produce many false 
positives which would invalidate protocols that were valid for interpretation.  
Improving the VRIN-r Scale 
 One solution is to utilize some of the items of the MMPI-A-RF that are within the F-r 
scale, combining them with the VRIN-r scale. As was mentioned previously, the Infrequency (F) 
scale was first created in the original MMPI to detect protocols that were saturated with 
endorsements of items that were very rarely endorsed by the normative sample (Hathaway & 
McKinley, 1942). Thus, this scale was originally designed to detect protocols from individuals 
that were overreporting very rare symptoms, likely suggesting overreporting. The original 
MMPI-A also had an F scale designed for this same purpose (Butcher et al., 1992), and the 
MMPI-A-RF revised and included this scale as the Infrequency-Revised or F-r scale (Archer et 
al., 2016). The F-r scale is composed of items infrequently endorsed by the normative MMPI-A-
RF sample and in the combined developmental sample of adolescents in outpatient, inpatient, 
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correctional, and school settings (Archer et al., 2016). The logic behind using items within the F-
r scale to help detect random responding is that these items should be rarely endorsed by 
respondents; however, a random responder has a 50% chance of answering an F-r item in the 
keyed direction, which is much greater than what is to be expected in the general population of 
adolescents. As such, the F-r scale should be sensitive to not only overreporting, but to random 
responding as well. Indeed, a study by Pinsoneault (2005) found that the MMPI-A’s F scale was 
sensitive to random responding, although not as sensitive as the VRIN scale. Similar results were 
found for the F-scale within the MMPI-2 (Berry et al., 1992; Cramer, 1995; Charter & Lopez, 
2003). Although there have been no studies of the sensitivity of the F-r scale of the MMPI-A-RF 
to random responding, preliminary analysis by the authors of this paper revealed that inserting 
increasing degrees of simulated random responding in protocols resulted in increasing mean T 
scores for the F-r scale. These findings taken together suggest that supplementing the current 
VRIN-r scale of the MMPI-A-RF with items from the F-r scale is possibly a viable solution to 
improve detection of random responding and is worthy of further investigation.  
The Importance of Improving the VRIN-r Scale 
 Improving the sensitivity of the VRIN-r scale is crucial to better allow clinicians and 
researchers to detect and invalidate what Tellegen (1988) called aberrant protocols which do not 
represent the true psychological symptoms of respondents. The MMPI-A-RF helps clinicians 
make decisions about the diagnosis, treatment, forensic placement, educational placement, etc. of 
adolescent respondents, and these decisions could be negatively impacted if protocols saturated 
with random responses are deemed valid for interpretation. Additionally, researchers may fail to 
eliminate protocols that are invalid from their samples, deforming reliability and validity 
estimates and greatly impacting the conclusions drawn analyses. A less obvious effect is that 
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many protocols may go on to be invalidated for the wrong reason. As discussed above, the 
VRIN-r scale of the MMPI-A-RF fails to detect about 2/3 of totally random protocols (Pitta, 
2016), and the F-r scale has been tentatively shown to be sensitive to random responding. Thus, 
there is a good chance that some random protocols that are not invalidated by the VRIN-r scale 
will be invalidated by the F-r scale (or other validity scales). Clinicians will then (rightly) throw 
out the protocol but will believe that the protocol was invalidated not because of random 
responding, but, wrongly, because of over-reporting (or another reason). Although information 
will not be interpreted from the protocol, the clinician’s conceptualization of the adolescent 
respondent will likely be affected by how a protocol was invalidated. Thus, it is also important to 
improve the sensitivity of the VRIN-r scale in order to communicate to clinicians the correct 


















 Items within the F-r scale of the MMPI-A-RF were reviewed as possible candidates for 
addition to the combined VRIN-r and F-r scale. A total of fifteen items were added to explore 
their effects. Efforts were made to select F-r items that were evenly distributed throughout the 
protocol, and not clustered in one half or one area of the test. This ensured that items can be 
located to better detect individuals who begin to randomly respond in the back half of the test.  
Next, analyses were completed to identify how many items from the F-r scale should be 
added to the VRIN-r scale. The procedure attempted to find an optimal balance of improving the 
modified VRIN-r scale’s sensitivity to random responding, while not adding too many items 
such that the modified VRIN-r scale will then become overly sensitive to over-reporting of 
psychopathology, somatic complaints, and/or cognitive complaints. In other words, there was an 
attempt to maintain the new hybrid scales specificity from detecting overreporting. This latter 
idea is important because, like was said above, it is important to communicate to clinicians why a 
protocol is invalidated. If the combined VRIN-r and F-r scale starts to become too 
indistinguishable from the F-r scale, it becomes impossible to tell if an elevation of the new scale 
is due to random responding or over-reporting.  
To ascertain how the addition of F-r items improves the sensitivity of the VRIN-r scale a 
procedure similar to what Handel et al. (2010) and Pitta (2016) did to test the sensitivity of the 
VRIN-r scale in the MMPI-2-RF and the MMPI-A-RF, respectively, was conducted. This 
involved utilizing a subset of the normative sample of the MMPI-A-RF and using a computer 
simulation to insert varying degrees of random responses into these protocols.  A composite 
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score was created that includes the original VRIN-r items combined with each additional F-r 
item that is added. This composite score for each protocol member was then converted into 
untruncated/unrounded T score units.  T scores were calculated at 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% 
increments of random insertion. Invalid protocols were indicated by T scores that are equal to or 
exceed 75, which is the cutoff set by the MMPI-A-RF manual (Archer et al., 2016). The 
percentage of cases in the sample that were at or above a T score of 75 for the new composite 
VRIN-r scale were collected at each level of random responding and item addition level. If the 
percentage of cases invalidated by the new composite is larger than the percentage of cases 
invalidated by the original VRIN-r scale then this would provide evidence that the combined 
VRIN-r and F-r hybrid scale is more efficient at detecting random responding than the original 
VRIN-r scale. Special attention was also paid to the possibility that, at some point, adding 
additional F-r items would not incrementally improve the sensitivity of the combined VRIN-r 
and F-r scale to a significant degree. Trend analyses were completed on the mean T score and 
percentage above cutoff data by item addition level to ascertain if this does occur.  
To ensure that the combined VRIN-r and F-r scale was sufficiently specific from the F-r 
scale, the new scale was analyzed in a sample of adolescents who took the MMPI-A with the 
instructions to create protocols that were indicative of severe psychopathology (Stein, Graham, 
& Williams, 1995), which were then rescored into MMPI-A-RF protocols. A mean T score was 
calculated for each time an F-r item was added to the new scale. Attention was paid to how T 
score points for the combined VRIN-r and F-r composite elevated depending on the number of 
F-r items added to it. Particular attention was paid to the point at which the combined VRIN-r 
and F-r scale became reliably elevated within the overreporting sample, i.e., at what point did 
more than 10% of the cases have T scores on the combined VRIN-r and F-r composite that are at 
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or above the 75 point cutoff. This 10% level was selected because the research literature in 
symptom and performance validity often sets 90% as the minimum level of specificity for a 
validity scale in order to minimize the amount of false positive calls (Boone, Lu, & Wen, 2005; 
Greve, Ord, Curtin, Bianchini, & Brennan, 2008; Kim, Boone, Victor, Marion, Amano, 
Cottingham et al., 2010). 
Correlations were also obtained between the F-r scale and newly created VRIN-r hybrid 
scale. These data were used as a comparison point for the VRIN-r/F-r and the F-r scale to 
understand how much statistical overlap in variance occurred between the two as F-r items were 
added to the hybrid scale. These procedures helped delineate the bound at which adding 
additional F-r items to the combined VRIN-r/F-r scale renders it too related to F-r scale such that 
it does not retain proper specificity from overreporting.  Finally, once the proper number of items 
to add to the VRIN-r scale was identified, the VRIN-r hybrid scale and the F-r scale were 
correlated with the Restructured Clinical scales in the normative sample. The VRIN-r scale has 
been found to be less strongly related to the Restructured Clinical scales than the F-r scale 
(Archer et al., 2016). Thus, this procedure allowed for a comparison between correlations of the 
VRIN-r hybrid scale and the F-r scale to the Restructured Clinical scales. If the VRIN-r hybrid 
scale had correlations with the Restructured Clinical scales that more resemble the low 
correlations the original VRIN-r scale had with the Restructured Clinical scales, and did not 
resemble the greater correlations the F-r scale has with the Restructured Clinical scales, this 
would provide additional evidence that is sufficiently specific from the F-r scale and was not 
oversaturated with overreporting items.  
Analyses completed by Pitta (2016) indicated that the CRIN scale was also sensitive to 
random responding. As such, the same procedures used to calibrate the combined VRIN-r and F-
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r scale discussed above were used on the CRIN scale to create a combined CRIN and F-r scale. 
The combined CRIN and F-r hybrid scale was then compared to the combined VRIN-r and F-r 
scale to ascertain if this former scale is more sensitive to random responding, or how much the 
former scale adds to the incremental sensitivity to random responding over the combined VRIN-r 
and F-r hybrid scale.  
Two item addition procedures were investigated.  In the first procedure, F-r items were 
selected and added in ascending order starting with the least endorsed item in the normative 
sample, then moving to the next least endorsed item, and so forth. The logic behind this 
procedure was two-fold: First, it maximized the sensitivity of the new VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid 
scales to random responding, as items that are least endorsed should produce the lowest mean 
raw scores for the new hybrid scales with each additional item. As such, random responding that 
activates these items in the keyed direction will be more likely to deviate from this original raw 
score mean and produce T scores that are above the cutoff. Second, as these items are the least 
endorsed F-r items in the normative sample, they would best suggest aberrant responding from 
individuals who activate these items in the keyed direction. The second procedure added the F-r 
items to the new composite VRIN-r scale in ascending order that were the least endorsed in our 
overreporting sample (Stein et al., 1995). This procedure attempted to try to maximize the 
specificity of the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales to best ensure it was detecting random 
responders and was less likely to elevate for individuals that have an over-reporting response 
style. Finally, using two item addition procedures provided the opportunity to compare them 
regarding their ability to improve sensitivity to detecting random responding while maintaining 
specificity from overreporting in the new VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales. The specific items 
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used from the MMPI-A-RF for each addition procedure along with the position they were added 








































1st 95T (5.20%) - 3F (43.50%) - 
2nd 96F (6.50%) 1.30% 50T (52.90%) 8.40% 
3rd 20T (7.70%) 1.20% 10F (60.10%) 7.20% 
4th 27T (8.40%) 0.70% 63T (60.90%) 0.80% 
5th 134T (9.60%) 1.20% 108T (61.60%) 0.70% 
6th 122F (9.60%) 0.00% 96F (63.00%) 2.40% 
7th 68T (10.10%) 0.50% 116T (63.80%) 0.80% 
8th 81T (10.70%) 0.60% 180T (63.80%) 0.00% 
9th 103T (11.00%) 0.30% 81T (64.50%) 0.70% 
10th 148T (11.50%) 0.50% 103T (64.50%) 0.00% 
11th 3F (11.60%) 0.10% 95T (65.20%) 0.70% 
12th 63T (11.70%) 0.10% 122F (65.20%) 0.00% 
13th 108T (12.00%) 0.30% 189T (66.70%) 1.50% 
14th 180T (12.70%) 0.70% 43T (68.60%) 1.90% 








 The MMPI-A-RF normative sample is composed of a subset of the original MMPI-A 
normative sample by Butcher et al. (1992) rescored as MMPI-A-RF protocols. This original 
sample was collected with a strategy to obtain a representative sample of the United States 
population based on ethnicity, geography, and rural vs. urban residents. Data were collected in 
junior high and high schools in California, Minnesota, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Washington (Butcher et al., 1992). The MMPI-A-RF normative 
sample is consisting of 1610 adolescents, with half being boys and half being girls (n = 805). The 
average age for the boys in the sample was 15.54 (SD = 1.17), and the average age of the girls 
was 15.59 (SD = 1.18). The sample of boys was 76.5% Caucasian, 12.4% African American, and 
11.1% other. For the girls, 76.1% were Caucasian, 12.3% were African American, and 11.6% 
were other.  
 The overreporting sample that was used to calibrate the specificity of the combined 
VRIN-r and F-r and the combined CRIN and F-r scales is Stein et al.’s (1995) non-clinical, 
overreporting sample of adolescents who took the MMPI-A. Stein et al.’s (1995) sample 
consisted of 58 male and 80 female high school students, with the average age of the boys being 
15.5 (SD = 0.68) and the girls being 15.7 (SD = 0.58). Of the boys, 96.6% were white, with none 
indicating that they were Asian American, African American, Native American, or Hispanic, and 
3.4% reporting that they were an ethnicity other than six previously mentioned. 87.5% of the 
girls were white, 2.5% were Asian American, 6.3% were African American, 1.3% Hispanic, with 
the remaining 2.4% indicating their ethnicity was not one of the six listed. The MMPI-A-RF uses 
a subset of the items of the MMPI-A (Archer et al., 2016), thus Stein et al.’s (1995) MMPI-A 
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protocols were converted into MMPI-A-RF protocols in order to be used in analyses to evaluate 
the hybrid scales.  
Stein et al.’s (1995) over-reporting participants were instructed to respond to the MMPI-
A in a way that would “give the impression that you have serious psychological problems and 
need hospital treatment where you can talk with a counselor, psychologist, or other doctor about 
your emotional problems” (p. 420). This sample also completed the MMPI-A under standard 
instructions. Results revealed that the mean T score for the F scale for girls that were asked to 
overreport was significantly greater than both mean T scores of the F scale obtained when these 
same girls completed the test under standard instructions (t(80)= 15.68, p < .001)  and in a 
subsample of 80 different girls drawn from a clinical sample by Williams and Butcher (1989) 
who took it under standard instructions (t(80) = 13.94, p < .001). The mean T score of the F scale 
for the overreporting boys was also significantly greater than the T score obtained with the same 
boys under standard conditions (t(58) = 10.64, p < .001)  and in 58 boys drawn from the clinical 
sample (Williams & Butcher, 1989) (t(58) = 10.37, p < .001). Conversely, the K scale mean 
which indicates defensiveness and minimization, was significantly lower in the overreporting 
girls and boys group compared to both their own scores under standard instructions (girls: t = -
6.01, p < .001, boys: t = -3.07, p < .003) and compared to the girls (t = -4.92, p < .001) and boys 
(t = -3.86, p < .001) from Williams and Butcher’s (1989) clinical sample. Finally, every clinical 
scale mean, except for the Masculine and Feminine interest scale in the boys, was significantly 
greater in the overreporting group when compared to both the same group under standard 
instructions and in the clinical sample (Williams & Butcher, 1989). Specific means and t 
statistics between the three samples can be fully reviewed in Stein et al.’s (1995) article. These 
data suggest that the sample being used in this study did significantly overreport their 
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psychological symptoms, as the F scale and most clinical scales for both girls and boys was 
significantly greater and the K scale significantly lower when compared to both their own 
MMPI-A scores when taking the test under standard instructions and with a separate clinical 
sample from Williams and Butcher (1989).  
When the Stein et al. (1995) data were converted to MMPI-A-RF profiles the mean 
unrounded, untruncated T score for the F-r scale for the sample was 94.34 (SD = 29.41) which 
indicated general overreporting in the new F-r scale format, as it did in the original F scale. 
Furthermore, in general, there was no evidence of excessive fixed responding (TRIN-r T score M 
= 51.08, SD = 9.18), random responding (VRIN-r T score M = 45.84, SD = 9.47), or combined 
non-content responsiveness (CRIN T score M = 46.15, SD = 10.56). Nor was there any evidence 
of underreporting or defensiveness (L-r T score M = 49.59, SD = 11.98); K-r T score M = 42.05, 
SD = 9.85). Thus, when the overreporting data was converted to MMPI-A-RF protocols, the 
validity scales indicated that the sample only overreported, and did not tend to have any other 
aberrant response styles.  
Measures 
The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-Adolescent-Restructured Form 
(MMPI-A-RF) is a 241-item test that is subset of the original items in the MMPI-A. The MMPI-
A-RF is an instrument used to assess a broad array of psychopathology symptoms and 
personality traits in adolescents and is intended for use in psychological evaluations (Archer et 
al., 2016).  
The Variable Response Inconsistency-Restructured (VRIN-r) scale of the MMPI-A-RF 
was created to detect random-responding to the protocol and was created by using the steps 
delineated by Tellegen and Ben-Porath (2008) mentioned above (Archer et al., 2016). It is 
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composed of 27 pairs of items. Alpha coefficients for VRIN-r scale in the normative sample 
were .45 for adolescent males and .37 for adolescent females. The low alpha coefficients for 
VRIN-r are expected as they were designed to be content free, further mostly cooperative 
individuals in the normative sample would likely not produce reliable and highly variant invalid 
responses (Archer et al., 2016). Archer et al. (2016) also noted that the VRIN-r variances are 
low, and their standard errors are small enough to warrant use in invalidating protocols at the 
suggested cutoffs.  
The Combined Response Inconsistency (CRIN) scale for the MMPI-A-RF is a composite 
of both VRIN-r and TRIN-r scales and was made to capture both a random and fixed response 
style. Thus, it is a measure of content non-responsiveness, in general, within MMPI-A-RF 
protocols. The CRIN scale is composed of 40 pairs of items. Alpha coefficients for the CRIN 
scale in the normative sample were .60 for adolescent males and .52 for adolescent females 
(Archer et al., 2016). The less than ideal alpha coefficients can be explained by the fact that the 
CRIN scale is composed of the relatively content-free VRIN-r and TRIN-r scales. The greater 
alpha coefficients of the CRIN scale as compared to the VRIN-r scale are largely a product of the 
CRIN scale being longer than the VRIN-r scale. Like the VRIN-r scale, Archer et al. (2016) 
reported that the CRIN-r variances and standard errors are small enough to be reliable at 
invalidating protocols at the suggested cutoffs.  
The Infrequent Reponses - Restructured, (F-r) scale of the MMPI-A-RF was created to 
detect endorsement of items that were indicative of severe psychopathology and were also very 
rarely endorsed in the normative sample, thus suggesting overreporting. Alpha coefficients for 
the F-r scale in the normative sample were .74 for boys and .71 for girls (Archer et al, 2016). 
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These alpha coefficients are respectable, and standard errors are small enough to be reliable at 
invalidating protocols at the suggested cutoffs (Archer et al., 2016). 
Overview of Analyses 
First, Mean T scores and percentage above the 75 T score cutoff data for the CRIN and 
VRIN-r hybrid scales by varying degrees of randomness in the normative sample were 
calculated. General trends in the data were explored by fitting trends lines. This allowed a 
general overview of how adding additional items tends to affect the Mean T and percentage 
above cutoff scores for each hybrid scale. Furthermore, it provided an opportunity to look at how 
these trends were affected by the varying levels of randomness. In this part of the analysis larger 
Mean T scores and greater percentages above the cut-off suggested that the scales were working 
more efficiently at identifying random responding.  
Next, a comparison between the efficacy of the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scale at 
detecting random responding was completed by comparing the mean T score and percentage 
above cutoff data for the normative sample within each of the two item addition procedures. This 
was done in two ways. First, because fifteen items had been added and there were four levels of 
randomness (25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%), there were 60 cells of data that were produced for 
both mean T scores and percentage above cutoff in the analyses. These 60 cells were compared 
between the VRIN-r hybrid scale the CRIN scales to ascertain which scale had the greater value 
at the same level of item addition and percentage of randomness within the same item addition 
procedure (either the first or the second procedure). The scale that had the greatest amount of 
high values would indicate better efficiency at detecting random responding. The second analysis 
obtained the mean T scores and mean percentage above cutoff values by each level of 
randomness, collapsing across all fifteen items added. This produced four mean T scores and 
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four mean percentage above cutoff scores for both the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scale for both 
item addition procedures (a total of eight means for each scale). T-tests were then used to 
compare these means between the CRIN and VRIN-r hybrid scales. The scale that has the 
greatest amount of significantly greater means would indicate that it is performing best at 
detecting random responding.  
Once this was completed, the same procedure mentioned in the previous paragraph was 
used to compare the efficacy of the item addition procedures used to create the VRIN-r hybrid 
scale and CRIN hybrid scale. A comparison was completed between the 60 cells of data within 
the VRIN-r hybrid scale and the CRIN scale by addition procedure type. Again, the addition 
procedure that yields the greatest number of cells with the highest scores would suggest it is the 
most efficient at detecting random responding. Means collapsing across all fifteen items were 
also obtained for each of the four random insertion levels. t-tests were used to compare the 
means produced within the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scale by addition procedure. The addition 
procedure that produced the largest amount of significantly greater means would indicate that it 
is performing best at detecting random responding. 
 Next, Mean T scores and percentage above the cutoff data for the VRIN-r and CRIN 
hybrid scales was obtained in Stein et al.’s (1995) overreporting sample. Again, trend lines were 
fitted to aid in exploring how adding additional items tended to affect the data in an 
overreporting sample. In this analyses, lower mean T scores and percentage above cut-off are 
ideal, as this suggests that the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales were more specific from the F-r 
scale and are not oversaturated with F-r items.  
 Again, like what was done with the analyses within the normative sample, a comparison 
of the efficacy of the VRIN-r hybrid scale vs. the CRIN hybrid scale was conducted along with a 
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comparison of the addition procedures within the overreporting sample. Twenty cells of data are 
produced in these analyses which allowed direct comparison between the VRIN-r hybrid scale 
and CRIN hybrid scale within addition procedures and between addition procedures within the 
VRIN-r hybrid scale and CRIN scale themselves. The scale and the addition procedure that 
produced the lower value would suggest better specificity from the F-r scale. Means collapsing 
across all item addition levels will also be obtained and compared with t-tests. Again, the scale 
and addition procedure that produces the greater amount of significantly lower means would 
suggest the best specificity.  
 Next, the correlations between the VRIN-r hybrid and CRIN hybrid scale with the F-r 
scale were examined by item addition level. Special attention was paid to when the correlations 
become significant and large, as this possibly suggested the item level where both hybrid scales 
become oversaturated with F-r items are and are not significantly unique from the F-r scale. 
Once these data have been analyzed, the ideal number of items to add to both the VRIN-r 
and CRIN hybrid scales was identified. This was be done by determining which item addition 
procedure was best at producing the highest sensitivity to random responding and the highest 
specificity from overreporting. Once the best item addition procedure was identified, the item 
level within this procedure where specificity of 90% (the rationale for this was discussed above) 
was located (i.e., had the percentage above cutoff score within the overreporting sample that was 
at or below 10%). This served as the upper bound of items to add, as items added above this 
produced unwanted, low specificity. Next, item addition levels that fell below this upper bound 
were reviewed in the normative sample for each hybrid scale that had the highest sensitivity to 
random responding (i.e., had the percentage above cutoff within the normative sample that was 
the highest). Although the percentage above cutoff scores are not exact measures of sensitivity 
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and specificity they serve as practical proxy measures. These procedures identified the ideal 
number of items to add to each hybrid scale by maximizing sensitivity to randomness while 
maintaining an adequate level of specificity from overreporting.  
 Once the ideal number of items was determined for both the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid 
scales, correlations between these new scales and the Restructured Clinical scales were obtained 
and compared to correlations that were produced between the original VRIN-r, CRIN, and F-r 
scales and the Restructured Clinical scales. This provided another opportunity to ascertain if the 
new VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales were significantly unique from the variance of the F-r 
scale. Ideally, the correlations between the new hybrid scales and the Restructured Clinical 
scales will be low and resemble the correlations the original CRIN and VRIN-r scales have with 
the Restructured Clinical scales. This would provide additional evidence that the new hybrid 
scales are sufficiently unique from the F-r scale; sensitive to random responding but not overly 













Mean T scores by Simulated Randomness in Normative Sample 
Mean T scores combined VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r Scales overall trend as items 
were added: first addition procedure. The mean T scores of the newly created VRIN- 
r/F-r and CRIN/F-r Scales by item addition level and percentage of inserted randomness for the 
first addition procedure in the normative sample can be seen in Tables 2 and 3 and graphically in 
Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Multiple trends can be discerned from these data. First, as the 
percentage of randomness was increased, mean T scores increased at every item level.  This 
provides evidence that VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r scales are sensitive to higher degrees of 
random responding, and as F-r items are added. Second, there appeared to be a trend in both 
hybrid scales where the mean T score increases rapidly as initial items are added but then begins 
to increase more slowly as later items are added. This suggests a quadratic trend in the data, and 
data analyses presented below bore this out. 
Trend analyses of the mean T scores for both hybrid scales revealed statistically 
significant quadratic trends for the 25% to 50% levels of random as item levels were increased; 
however, there did not appear to be a clinically significant changes in these scores. Specifically, 
looking at the 25% and 50% randomness level of the VRIN-r/F-r hybrid scale, the quadratic 
equations of y = -0.0155x2 + 0.3062x + 58.557 and y = -0.0298x2 + 0.6462x + 65.187 (in this 
equation and all future equations y = predicted Mean T score or percent above cutoff and x = the 
number of items added) were fit to the data (see Figure 1). The quadratic trends were both




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1.  
 






significant (both p < 0.001) and excellent fits for the data (R2 = 0.87 and 0.93, respectively). 
Quadratic equations of y = -0.0096x2 + 0.1956x + 58.823 and y = -0.0228x2 + 0.4967x + 65.446 
were fit to the data of Mean T scores by item addition in the 25% and 50% level of randomness 
on the CRIN hybrid scale, respectively (see Figure 2). These equations were also statistically 
significant fits (p = 0.001 and < 0.001, correspondingly) and excellent in their fit to the data (R2 
= 0.75 and 0.95, respectively). Although these trends were all significant for the 25% and 50% 
randomness levels for both hybrid scales, a difference of five T score points is considered 
“clinically significant” (Greene, 1987) on the MMPI-A-RF. Reviewing Tables 2 and 3, the Mean 
y = -0.0155x2 + 0.3062x + 58.557
R² = 0.87, p < 0.001
y = -0.0298x2 + 0.6462x + 65.187
R² = 0.93, p < 0.001
y = -0.0403x2 + 0.9865x + 69.674
R² = 0.94, p < 0.001
y = -0.0621x2 + 1.5632x + 71.579
















Number of Items Added
25% Random 50% Random 75% Random 100% Random
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T scores for the 25% and 50% randomness levels never become greater than five T score points 
from baseline in either hybrid scales.  Thus, when randomness is kept at 50% or below, both 
hybrid scales do not seem to produce clinically significant changes in mean T scores when 




Figure 2.   
Mean T scores for combined CRIN/F-r scale in MMPI-A-RF normative sample for first item 





y = -0.0096x2 + 0.1956x + 58.823
R² = 0.78, p = 0.001
y = -0.0228x2 + 0.4967x + 65.446
R² = 0.95, p < 0.001
y = -0.0265x2 + 0.7055x + 70.064
R² = 0.93, p < 0.001
y = -0.0414x2 + 1.1132x + 72.444
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25% Random 50% Random 75% Random 100% Random
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On the other hand, both the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r scales showed more robust 
changes in mean T scores as items were added at the 75% and 100% randomness level. For the 
VRIN-r/F-r scale, the quadratic equations of y = -0.0403x2 + 0.9865x + 69.674 and y = -0.0621x2 
+ 1.5632x + 71.579 were fit to the 75% and 100% random data as item level was increased (see 
Figure 1). Both were statistically significant (p < 0.001) and very excellent fits (R2 = 0.94 and 
0.99, respectively). The CRIN hybrid scale produced quadratic fit equations of y = -0.0265x2 + 
0.7055x + 70.064 and y = -0.0414x2 + 1.1132x + 72.444 for the 75% and 100% randomness, 
respectively, which were both significant (p < 0.001) and of ideal fit (R2 = 0.93 and 0.98, 
correspondingly). Keeping in mind the five-point T score difference indicating clinical 
significance, the VRIN-r hybrid scale discerned a clinically significant change compared to 
baseline after five items were added at the 75% level, and after four items were added at the 
100% level. For the CRIN-r hybrid scale this was after eight items and five items were added for 
the 75% and 100% levels, respectively. Reviewing all the quadratic equations for both hybrid 
scales for the first addition procedure found that, as randomness increases, the linear component 
of the equation is much larger at the 75% and 100% randomness levels compared to the 25% and 
50% randomness levels, indicating a steeper increase in mean T scores at these latter levels of 
randomness as items are added.  Taken together, these data suggest the hybrid scales are much 
more sensitive to detecting clinically significant changes in mean T scores as more items are 
added when random saturation of profiles is 75% or above.  
Mean T scores combined VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r Scales overall trend as items 
are added: second addition procedure. Trends in Mean T score changes for the VRIN- 
and CRIN hybrid scales on the second addition procedure in the normative sample were very 
similar to those found in the first addition. These data can be viewed in Tables 4 and 5 and 
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Figures 3 and 4, respectively. First, again mean T scores at each level increased as the simulated 
randomness was increased, replicating the finding in the first addition procedure that the hybrid 
VRIN-r and CRIN scales were sensitive to increasing levels of random responding in the second 
addition procedure, as well as to increased sensitivity as F-r items were added. 
However, unlike the first addition procedure, here a linear trend to the data appeared to be the 




Figure 3.  
 
Mean T scores for combined VRIN-r/F-r scale in MMPI-A-RF normative sample for second  
 
item addition procedure. 
 
 
y = 0.0495x + 58.32
R² = 0.82, p < 0.001
y = 0.1636x + 64.922
R² = 0.93, p < 0.001
y = 0.3389x + 69.584
R² = 0.94, p <0.001
y = 0.5537x + 71.488
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 The VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales mean T scores at the 25% and 50% simulated had a 
slight, positive linear trend; however, they changed very little as items were added. Reviewing 
the VRIN-r hybrid scale, the linear equations of y = 0.0495x + 58.32 and y = 0.1636x + 64.922 
fit the 25% and 50% randomness levels as items were increased significantly (both p < 0.001) 
and with excellent fit (R2 = 0.82 and 0.93, correspondingly; see Figure 3). Likewise, for the 
CRIN scale, the linear equations for the 25% and 50% randomness levels of y = 0.0366x + 
58.582 and y = 0.131x + 65.14 were both significant (both p < 0.001) and great fits (R2 = 0.80 
and 0.94, correspondingly; see Figure 4). Although all these equations were significant linear 
trends, the slopes on all four are miniscule, suggesting a very small increase in Mean T scores as 
items are added. Indeed, none of the mean T scores increased more than five points above 
baseline throughout the entire item addition process for both hybrid scales for the 25% and 50% 
randomness levels, suggesting both scales failed to detect any clinically meaningful changes in 
randomness as items were added. 
More robust increases in mean T scores were detected by item addition in the VRIN-r and 
CRIN hybrid scales at the 75% and 100% level of randomness. The best fitting linear equations 
for the VRIN-r hybrid scale at the 75% and 100% randomness levels were y = 0.3389x + 69.584 
and y = 0.5537x + 71.488, respectively. Both equations were statistically significant (p < 0.001) 
and very good fits (R2 = 0.94 and 0.97, correspondingly; see Figure 3). For the CRIN/F-r scale, 
the equations of y = 0.2747x + 69.969 and y = 0.4381x + 72.193 fit significantly (p < 0.001) and 
excellently (R2 = 0.94 and 0.97) for the 75% and 100% randomness levels, correspondingly (see 
Figure 4).  At the 75% randomness level, the VRIN-r hybrid scale produced a mean T score 
clinically significant from baseline after twelve items were added; however, the CRIN hybrid 
scale failed to produce a mean T score that reached clinical significance from baseline during the 
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entire item addition procedure at this randomness level. At the 100% randomness level, clinical 
significance from baseline was reached after the seventh item was added for the VRIN-r/F-r 
scale and after the eleventh item was added for the CRIN/F-r hybrid. Like what was found in the 
first addition procedure, the linear slope component to the trend of Mean T score by item 
addition increased as the percentage of randomness increased. Taken together, these data 
suggest, just like what was found in the first addition procedure, the hybrid scales in the second 
addition procedure are much more sensitive to detecting clinically significant changes in Mean T 
scores in responding that is saturated with randomness of 75% or above.  
 
 
Figure 4.  
Mean T scores for combined CRIN/F-r scale in MMPI-A-RF normative sample for second item  
addition procedure. 
 
y = 0.0366x + 58.582
R² = 0.80, p < 0.001
y = 0.131x + 65.14
R² = 0.94, p < 0.001
y = 0.2747x + 69.969
R² = 0.94, p < 0.001
y = 0.4381x + 72.193
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Comparing VRIN/F-r and CRIN/F-r scales by mean T scores. 
Within the first addition procedure. The mean T scores for the VRIN/F-r and CRIN/F-r 
data for the first addition procedure can be observed in Tables 2 and 3. Fifteen items were added 
by four levels of simulated randomness (i.e., 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%) meaning there is a total 
of 60 cells of data within each of the two tables. Of these 60 cells, the VRIN/F-r scale produced a 
greater mean T score in 42/60 cells when compared to the corresponding data cell in the CRIN/F-
r scale for the same item addition and simulated randomness level. This left 8/60 cells where the 
CRIN/F-r scale had a greater mean T score when compared to the corresponding VRIN-r/F-r data 
cell. These eight cells were concentrated in the first two item addition levels, after that, the 
VRIN-r/F-r scale consistently produced the greater mean T score at every additional item level 
and percentage of simulated randomness. These findings tentatively suggest that the VRIN-r/F-r 
scale is a bit more sensitive to random responding when three or more items have been added in 
the first addition procedure compared to the CRIN/F-r scale; however, statistically this did not 
hold.  
 The t-test comparisons of mean T scores between the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales 
within the first addition procedure by each level of randomness can be observed in Table 6. Table 
6 also contains the means, standard deviations, and confidence intervals for these data. Although, 
the VRIN-r hybrid scale consistently produces the greater mean T score compared to the CRIN 
hybrid scale for each percentage of randomness, these differences did not reach statistical 
significance. These data indicate that, although the VRIN-r/F-r scale produces consistently greater 
observed mean T scores than the CRIN/F-r scale, these differences are small and are not 
statistically different from naught; suggesting that the two hybrid scales are, in general, equally 
sensitive to random responding.  
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Within the second addition procedure. Turning to the second addition procedure, a few 
different findings were obtained relative to the ones discussed in the previous section. These 
mean T score data can be located in Tables 4 and 5. Again, looking at the 60 cells produced 
across item addition and simulated randomness levels, there was a 50% split as to which scale 
had the greatest mean T score by item level and randomness level with each scale capturing the 
greater mean T score in 30/60 of the cells. Here the CRIN/F-r scale captured the greatest mean T 
score across all levels of randomness for the first five items added. After that, the VRIN-r/F-r 
scale obtained the greatest mean T score for item addition levels of six and above, but only for 
the 50%, 75%, and 100% randomness level.  procedure. The t-test statistics for the comparison 
of the mean T scores for the VRIN-r hybrid scale by addition procedure can be observed in Table 
8. Mean differences reached statistical significance when collapsing across item addition level 
and looking within every level of randomness. Specifically, at the 25% randomness level, there 
was a significant difference in the mean T scores for the first addition procedure (M = 59.74, SD 
= 0.38) and the second (M = 58.71, SD = 0.26); t(28) = 8.63, p < 0.001. For the 50% randomness 
level, similarly the first addition procedure (M = 67.91, SD = 0.92) produced a statistically 
greater mean T score than the second procedure (M = 66.23, SD = 0.77); t(28) = 5.43, p < 0.001. 
Likewise, at the 75% and 100% randomness level, the first addition procedure’s mean T scores 
(M = 74.29, SD = 1.54; M = 78.99, SD = 2.67, respectively) were significantly greater than the 
second addition procedure T scores (M = 72.35, SD = 1.44; M = 75.95, SD = 2.46, 
correspondingly) t(28) = 3.56, p < 0.00; t(28) = 3.24, p = 0.003. Effects sizes for these obtained 
differences at the 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% randomness levels were large to huge (Cohen’s d = 
3.16, 1.98, 1.30, and 1.18, respectively; Cohen, 1988; Sawilowsky, 2009). This indicated that, 
collapsing across item addition level, the first addition procedure for the VRIN-r hybrid scale  










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































was more sensitive to random responding, when compared to the second addition procedure, as it 
consistently produced greater mean T scores.  
Within the CRIN/F-r scale. The results for the differences between the CRIN/F-r scale’s 
mean T scores by addition procedure are very similar to what was found for the VRIN/F-r scale. 
Tables 3 and 4 contain the CRIN/F-r scales mean T scores by item addition procedure. Looking 
at the 60 cells, the CRIN/F- r scale composed of the first item addition procedure had the greatest 
mean T score at all item addition and simulated randomness levels compared to the CRIN hybrid 
scale created by the second item addition procedure. The t-test results comparing mean T scores 
for the CRIN hybrid scales found in Table 9 indicated that these differences were significant for 
each randomness level, collapsing across item level. The first addition procedure created CRIN 
hybrid scale had mean T scores for the 25% (M = 59.60, SD = 0.27), 50%  (M = 67.55, SD = 
0.70), 75% (M = 73.57, SD = 1.23) and 100% (M = 77.96, SD = 2.06) randomness levels that 
were significantly greater than the second addition procedure produced CRIN hybrid scale at the 
same corresponding randomness level (M = 58.87, SD = 0.20; M = 66.18, SD = 0.62; M = 72.22, 
SD = 1.16; M = 75.72, SD = 1.95, respectively). The corresponding t-tests for these four 
contrasts by randomness level were t(28) = 8.57(p < 0.001), 5.66 (p < 0.001), 3.12 (p = 0.004), 
and 3.07 (p = 0.005). The respective Cohen’s d’s of 3.58, 2.07, 1.14, and 1.10 suggest large to 
huge effect sizes for each of these contrasts. These data all suggested that, like what was 
discovered within the VRIN-r/F-r scale, the first addition procedure consistently produced 
greater mean T scores for the CRIN hybrid scale than the second addition procedure create CRIN 
hybrid scale, which provides evidence that the first addition procedure creates a CRIN hybrid 
scale that is more sensitive to random responding.  
 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Percentage Above Cutoff by Simulated Randomness in Normative Sample 
Notable trend in data. The percentage above cutoff for the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid 
scales for the first item addition procedure within the normative sample can be seen in Tables 10 
and 11, respectively and for the second item addition procedure within the normative sample in 
Tables 12 and 13, respectively. Graphically, the percentage above cutoff data for the VRIN-r 
hybrid scale for the first and second addition procedure can be seen in Figures 5 and 6, 
correspondingly, and in the CRIN hybrid scale by addition procedure in Figures 7 and 8.  Before 
reviewing the specific findings, it is best to clarify one of the interesting overall trends in the 
data. There is a distinct pattern for the percentage above cutoff data for the VRIN-r and CRIN 
hybrid scales as item levels are increased which can best be described as sinusoidal. This has to 
do with the how the T score that is just below the 75 cutoff fluctuates with each additional item. 
The T score point level just below the 75-cutoff hovered between 70 and 75 at every level of the 
item addition process. When this T score point was closer to 70, percentages above the cutoff 
tended to be higher as the next highest T score point tended to just barely be over 75 (allowing 
for more respondents to be captured above 75).  On the other hand, when the T score point below 
75 was just barely below this point (e.g., at 74) percentages above the cutoff tended to be lower 
(allowing less respondents to be captured above 75; they just snuck under the 75-point level). 
An example is helpful to illustrate looking at the VRIN-r hybrid scale percentage above 
cutoff for the first addition procedure in Table 10, at the 100% random level of insertion for item 
addition level three and four there was a decrease in percentage above cutoff from 61.61% to 
52.61%. The T score just below the cutoff at the three-item level was 70.37 and the next T score 
level was 75.17, barely above the 75-point cutoff. When another item was added (the four-item 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and the next highest T score was 78.87. As each item is added this pattern repeated: The T score 
just below the cutoff starts just under 75 (producing lower percentages) and as more items are 
added this slowly drops to approach 70 (producing higher percentages) before it resets back near 
the 75-point cutoff. This is what produced the oscillating, sinusoidal trend in the data, the 
fluctuating T score just below the cutoff is directly linked to how many respondents fall above 
and below the cutoff.  
Percentage above cutoff VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r Scales, overall trend as items are 
added: First addition procedure.  The sinusoidal pattern of the data was discussed  
above, but other trends interact with this sinusoidal trend as item levels are increased.  Most of 
the sinusoidal patterns appear to be increasing as items are added, so a linear trend line was fit to 
the percentage above cutoff data for each of the hybrid scales at each level of randomness to help 
better identify this overall rising pattern. Just like what was found with Mean T scores, there is a 
difference in trends between the 25 and 50% randomness levels and the 75 and 100% 
randomness levels.  
 Looking at the 25% randomness level for the VRIN-r hybrid scale, the linear equation y 
= 0.0354x + 7.0541 explained the overall linear trend; however, it was nonsignificant (p = 0.676) 
and fit the data poorly (R2 = .01; see Figure 5). At 25% randomness for the CRIN hybrid scale, 
the linear equation y = -0.0774x + 7.2254 best fit the trend, but again was non-significant (p = 
0.227) and was a poor fit (R2 = 0.10; see Figure 6). At 50% randomness within the CRIN hybrid 
scale, the linear equation y = 0.0643x + 20.589 was fit to the data, but was again non-significant 
(p = 0.691), and was even a worse fit than what was found at 25% randomness (R2 = 0.10; see 
Figure 6). On the other hand, at 50% randomness for the VRIN-r hybrid scale the linear equation 
y = 0.4526x + 20.585 was significant (p = 0.039) and was an okay fit (R2 = 0.27; see Figure 5). 
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Taken together these data suggest that the VRIN-r and CRIN do not seem to reliably detect more 
respondents over the cutoff as items are added for the 25% and 50% randomness levels. Only at 
the 50% randomness level for the VRIN-r hybrid scale was there a significant linear trend, but 
the slope for this equation was modest, and indeed, the greatest change from baseline cutoff 
detection was a small, but respectable, 15% throughout the entire item addition procedure.  
 
 
Figure 5.  
Percent of scores above cutoff for VRIN-r/F-r scale in MMPI-A-RF normative sample for first  
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On the other hand, looking at the 75% and 100% randomness level for both hybrid scales 
there is a clearer upward trend to the sinusoidal pattern as item level increases. At randomness 
levels 75% and 100% for the VRIN-r/F-r scale linear trend equations of y = 1.5739x + 35.032 
and y = 2.581x + 45.227 were produced (respectively) which were both significant (p < 0.001) 
and excellent fits for the data (R2 = 0.63 and 0.83, correspondingly; see Figure 5). Likewise, at 
the 75% and 100% randomness levels for the CRIN/F-r scale, the corresponding linear trend 
equations of y = 1.0035x + 36.48 and y = 1.88x + 48.035 (correspondingly) were both significant 
(p = 0.002 and < 0.001, respectively) and an excellent fit to the data (R2 = 0.52 and 0.76, 
correspondingly; see Figure 6). These data suggest that at 75% randomness and above, both 
hybrid scales are generally much more sensitive to detecting responding over the T score cutoff 
as items are added, especially when comparing these scales to their own respective performance 
as items are added at lower levels of randomness (i.e., 50% and below).  
Overall, these trends of percentage above the cut-off by item addition matched the trends 
of mean T scores by randomness level for the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales. That is, there is 
not much change at randomness levels at and below 50%; however, there is a much stronger 
positive trend at randomness levels at and above 75%. This is logical because percentage above 
cutoff is directly related to the mean T score: as the mean T score for the VRIN-r and CRIN-r 
hybrid scales rises with each additional item, the percentage of scores above the 75-point cutoff 
mathematically must rise, as well.  
Percentage above cutoff VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r Scales, overall trend as items are 
added: Second addition procedure.  Like the first addition procedure, percentage above  
cut-off remained relatively stable at the 25 and 50% random insertion level for both the CRIN 




Figure 6.  
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trend equations of y = -0.0163x + 6.5412 and y = 0.1346x + 16.257 were produced, respectively, 
both were non-significant (p = 0.795 and 0.470, correspondingly) and were poor fits to the data 
(R2 = 0.01 and 0.04, correspondingly; see Figure 7). Analogously, the CRIN hybrid scale linear 
trend equations of y = 0.0382x + 6.0786 and y = 0.2748x + 13.645 for the 25% and 50% 
randomness levels (respectively) were non-significant (p = 0.423 and 0.053, correspondingly). 
The initial linear trend for the 25% level was a poor fit (R2 = 0.05); however, the second linear 
equation, despite being non-significant, was a reasonable fit for the data (R2 = 0.24; see Figure 
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8). Again, like what was found for the first addition procedure, both hybrid scales exhibited 
negligible to quite modest increased sensitivity to detecting percentages of respondents above the 
cutoff at profiles saturated with 50% randomness or below.  
A more pronounced upward trend in percentage above cut-off scores is noticeable at the 
75 and 100% level of random insertion for both VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales as items are 
added. At the 75% and 100% randomness level for the VRIN-r hybrid scale, linear trend 
equations of y = 1.178x + 29.888 and y = 2.2724x + 36.327 were fit to the data, correspondingly, 
and both were found significant (p < 0.001) and an excellent fit to the data (R2 = 0.61 and 0.85, 
correspondingly; see Figure 7). Correspondingly, these same randomness levels within the 
CRIN/F-r scale were fit with the equations y = 1.1365x + 29.939 and y = 2.0687x + 37.645, 
respectively. Both were significant (p < 0.001) and great fits for the data (R2 = 0.75 and 0.88, 
correspondingly; see Figure 8). Similar to what was found in the first item addition procedure, 
these equations suggest that a stronger linear trend is produced in percentage above cutoff scores 
as items are added for both the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales at the 75% and above 
randomness levels, especially when compared to the trends at and below 50%.  
Comparing the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r Scales for percentage above cutoff.  
Within the first addition procedure. Comparing the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales 
percentage above cutoff values for both addition procedures were somewhat complicated due to 
the sinusoidal trends associated with both scales as items were added. The percentage above 
cutoff values for the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales can be observed in tables 10 and 11, 
correspondingly. For the first addition procedure, the VRIN-r/F-r scale began to consistently 
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Specifically looking at the item addition levels of 11-15, 17/20 cells of the VRIN-r hybrid 
percentages above cutoff were higher than their corresponding CRIN hybrid percentages. There 
were only two occasions when the CRIN hybrid scale exhibited higher percentage above-cutoff 
than its corresponding VRIN-r hybrid scale value, both were confined to the 25% level of 
randomness (there was one occasion when the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales had exactly the 
same percentage value). Below the eleven-item addition level, while there were clearly 
differences in percentage scores between the VRIN-r/F-r scale and CRIN/F-r scale at 
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Figure 8.  
Percent of scores above cutoff for CRIN/F-r scale in MMPI-A-RF normative sample for second  
 







individual item levels, there did not appear to be a consistent trend of one scale producing 
consistently higher (or lower) percentages as items were added. Specifically looking at the 40 
cells within item levels one through 10, the VRIN-r hybrid scale produced higher percentages in 
18/40 cells when compared to the corresponding CRIN hybrid scale cell at the same item level 
and percentage of randomness. The CRIN hybrid scale produced higher percentages in the 
remaining 22/40 cells when compared to their corresponding cells in the VRIN-r hybrid scale. 
This suggested the CRIN hybrid scale did produce slightly more data points between item 
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addition level one and ten where percentage above the cutoff was higher than the corresponding 
VRIN hybrid scale value; however, this difference was quite small. What seemed to happen is 
that the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales traded sinusoidal peaks in percentage above cutoff 
values as items were added. This explains why a clear trend is difficult to discern, and why 
looking within the 40 cells between item addition level one and ten yielded a near 50% split 
between either the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r owning the highest percentage above cutoff values 
when compared to its counterpart value.  
The t-test comparisons of the percentage above cutoff scores between the VRIN-r and 
CRIN hybrid scales within the first addition procedure by each level of randomness can be 
observed in Table 14. These data suggested that at the 50% randomness level, within the first 
addition procedure, the VRIN-r hybrid scale (M = 24.53, SD = 3.65) produced a statistically greater 
mean percentage above cutoff score than the CRIN hybrid scale (M = 21.32, SD = 2.76); t(28) = 
2.72, p = 0.011. The effect size of this difference was large (d = 0.99). On the other hand, although 
the VRIN-r hybrid scale’s percent above cutoff mean was consistently larger than the CRIN hybrid 
scale’s mean at the three other randomness levels, these differences were not statistically 
significant. These data indicated that, although the VRIN-r/F-r scale produces consistently greater 
observed percentage above cutoff scores than the CRIN/F-r scales for the first item addition 
procedure, especially when item addition numbers are greater than 10, only at the 50% randomness 
level were these differences reliably different from 0.  Overall, this suggests that for most of the 
data the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales were equally sensitive to detecting random responding 
within the first addition procedure.  
 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































Within the second addition procedure. For the second addition procedure, a different 
trend emerged when analyzing the difference between percentage above cutoff scores on the 
CRIN and VRIN-r hybrid scales (seen in Tables 13 and 12, respectively). Here it appeared that 
the CRIN/F-r scale consistently outperformed (had higher percentage above cutoff values) the 
VRIN-r/F-r scale. Looking at the 60 cells of data between item addition level one and fifteen, the 
CRIN-r hybrid scale captured the higher percentage cutoff value in 43 of the cells. Indeed, the 
VRIN-r/F-r scale only had higher percentage above cutoff values when compared to the 
corresponding CRIN/F-r values, at item levels one, four, seven, thirteen, and at the 100% 
randomness level of fifteen. Here again, the sinusoidal trend of the data is the key, as at these 
item levels were when the VRIN-r/F-r scale obtained a local acme. The CRIN/F-r scales local 
acmes were out of phase with the VRIN-r/F-r scale trend, thus producing the relatively rarer 
occurrence of the VRIN-r/F-r scale capturing the highest percentage above cutoff value.  
The t-test statistical comparisons between mean T scores of the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid 
scales for the second addition procedure can be found in Table 15. These data point to a different 
picture then discussed in the previous paragraph. When collapsing across item addition level and 
looking within the percentage of randomness levels for the second addition procedure, the mean 
percent above cutoff score for the VRIN-r hybrid scale was always greater than the CRIN hybrid 
scale mean score at all four levels of randomness. This suggests that, although the CRIN hybrid 
scale had the greater percent above cutoff score in most of the corresponding data cells, when the 
VRIN-r hybrid scale had the greater percent score it was to a much larger degree. However, t-
statistics indicated that these observed differences between the mean percent above cutoff scores 
for the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales never reached statistical significance. This provides 
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evidence that, statistically, the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales were equally sensitive to 
detecting random responding when created by the second item addition procedure.  
Comparing addition procedures for percentage above cutoff. 
Within the VRIN-r/F-r Scale. Analyzing the percentage above cutoff values by addition 
procedure yielded results that strongly suggest that the first addition procedure was more likely 
to produce higher percentage above cutoff values, and thus higher sensitivity to random 
responding. Specifically when looking at the data cells between item addition level one and 
fifteen by all random insertion levels, the VRIN-r/F-r scale (Table 10) for the first procedure 
produced a higher percentage above the cutoff in 46/60 cells when compared to the 
corresponding values in the VRIN-r hybrid scale for the second addition procedure (Table 12). 
The VRIN hybrid scale for the second addition procedure captured the higher score in only 14/60 
cells with these incidents occurring at item addition level one, four, seven, and thirteen.  
The t-tests comparing the mean percent above cutoff scores for the first and second 
addition procedures within the VRIN-r/F-r scale can be found in Table 16. The VRIN-r/F-r mean 
percent above cutoff collapsing across item addition levels for the first addition procedure was 
consistently greater than the means for the second addition procedure at all four levels of 
simulated randomness, and they reached statistical significance at the 50%, 75%, and 100% 
randomness levels. Specifically, the VRIN-r hybrid scale created by the first addition procedure 
at the 50% (M = 24.53, SD = 3.65), 75% (M = 48.35, SD = 7.43), and 100% (M = 66.71, SD = 
10.83) randomness levels produced significant t-statistics when compared with the VRIN-r 
hybrid scale created by the second addition procedure (M = 17.37, SD = 3.39; M = 39.07, SD = 
6.29; M = 54.75, SD = 10.71, correspondingly) of t(28) = 5.57 (p < 0.001), 3.45 (p = 0.002), and 
3.04 (p = 0.005), respectively. Effect sizes for these three significant t-statistics were large (d =  
 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.03, 1.26, and 1.11, respectively). These data indicated that, in general, just like what was found 
in the mean T score contrasts, the first addition procedure seemed to be more sensitive to 
detecting random responders over the T score cutoff compared to the second addition procedure 
within the VRIN-r hybrid scale.  
Within the CRIN/F-r Scale. Very similar results were found when comparing the CRIN 
hybrid scales by addition procedure. The CRIN hybrid scale for the first addition procedure 
captured the higher percentage above cutoff value in 46/60 cells between item addition levels 
one through fifteen. The CRIN/F-r scale for the second addition procedure captured the higher 
value in 14/60 cells, which only occurred at item level three, eight, nine, and fourteen. This 
provides tentative evidence that, just like what was found with the VRIN-r/F-r scale, the 
CRIN/F-r scale created by the first addition procedure performed better at detecting random 
responders above the T score cutoff than the CRIN/F-r scale produced by the second addition 
procedure.  
The t-test findings bore this out and were also very similar to VRIN hybrid analyses. These 
statistics can be observed in Table 17. Again, the CRIN/F-r scale created by the first addition 
procedure produced a greater mean percent above cutoff score at every level of simulated 
randomness when compared to the CRIN/F-r scale made by the second addition procedure. Just 
like the VRIN-r/F-r analyses, these differences reached statistical significance at the 50%, 75%, 
and 100% randomness level, but not at the 25% randomness level. The CRIN/F-r scale mean 
percent above cutoff score for the first addition procedure at the 50% (M = 21.32, SD = 2.76), 
75% (M = 44.98, SD = 5.51), and 100% (M = 63.63, SD = 8.64) randomness insertion level, 
when contrasted with the respective statistics for the CRIN/F-r scale produced by the second 
addition procedure (M = 15.59, SD = 2.72; M = 39.07, SD = 5.95; M = 54.05, SD = 10.25, 
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respectively) produced specific significant t-statistics of t(28) = 5.72 (p < 0.001), 2.83 (p = 0.009, 
and 2.77 (p = 0.01), correspondingly. Cohen’s d statistics of 2.09, 1.03, and 1.01 for each 
respective contrast indicated large effect sizes for these differences. Overall, just like what was 
found for the VRIN-r/F-r scale, statistical analyses suggest that the first addition procedure 
creates a CRIN/F-r scale that is more sensitive to detecting random responders over the T score 
cutoff, especially at randomness levels of 50% and above.  
Mean T scores by Simulated Randomness in the Faking Bad Sample 
Mean T score trends as items are added. Mean T scores for the VRIN-r and CRIN 
hybrid scales for both addition procedures in the faking bad sample can be seen in Tables 18 and 
19 and Figures 9 and 10. A linear trend appeared to be the best fit for these data, and indeed 
analyses supported this. For the first and second addition procedure within the VRIN-r hybrid 
linear equations of y = 1.6499x + 50.644 and y = 2.0385x + 47.364 were obtained with both 
being significant (p < 0.001) and near perfect fits for the data (R2 = 0.94 and 0.96, 
correspondingly; see Figure 9). Similar results were found for the first and second addition 
procedures within the CRIN hybrid scale (see Figure 10): the respective equations of y = 1.3452x 
+ 49.124 and y = 1.6813x + 46.865 were produced, which were both significant (p < 0.001) and 
excellent fits (R2 = 0.96 and 0.94, correspondingly; see Figure 10). These data suggest that the 
Mean T scores for VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales reliably increased as items were added within 
the faking bad sample, which provided evidence that these hybrid scales are sensitive to 
overreporting and necessitate precautions for maintaining specificity from this style of reporting.  
Before results of the analyses comparing mean T score and percent above cutoff scores 
within the faking bad sample are reported below, the reader is reminded that, unlike the previous  
 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































analyses within the normative sample, lower mean T scores and percent above cutoff percentages 
are preferred in these analyses. In the normative sample higher scores indicated greater 
sensitivity to random responding, whereas in the faking bad sample greater scores indicated 
problematic sensitivity to overreporting. Lower values in the faking bad analyses suggest that the 
VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales are more specific in their detection of overreporting. 
Comparing the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r Scales for mean T score. The VRIN-r/F-r 
and CRIN/F-r mean T scores for the first addition procedure in the faking bad sample can be 
observed in Tables 18 and 19, respectively. At every level of item addition, the VRIN-r hybrid 
scale produced a higher mean T score when compared to the corresponding CRIN hybrid mean T 
score. This tentatively suggests that the CRIN hybrid scale is more specific in detection of 
overreporting than the VRIN hybrid scale within the first addition procedure. The t-statistic for 
this contrast, however, was not significant (see Table 20), which indicated, that although the 
CRIN hybrid scale’s observed mean T scores suggested it was more specific in its detection of 
overreporting than the VRIN hybrid scale, these differences were not statistically different from 
zero. The VRIN/F-r and CRIN/F-r mean T scores for the second addition procedure in the faking 
bad sample can also be seen in Tables 18 and 19, respectively. Except for the first item addition 
level, at every other item addition level the VRIN-r/F-r scale had a higher mean T score than the 
corresponding CRIN/F-r mean. This again, tentatively suggested that the CRIN/F-r scale for the 
second addition procedure was more specific from detecting overreporting than the second 
addition produced VRIN-r hybrid scale. However, the t-statistic for this contrast (see Table 20), 
was again not significant, suggesting these observed differences were not statistically different 
from naught.  
 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































y = 1.6499x + 50.644
R² = 0.94, p < 0.001
y = 2.0385x + 47.364
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Figure 10.  
 







Comparing addition procedure for mean T scores. The first addition procedure 
produced higher mean T scores compared to the second addition procedure within the VRIN-r 
hybrid scale in the sample from item addition level one to item addition level ten (see Table 18). 
From this point on the second addition procedure began producing consistently higher mean T 
scores than the first addition procedure (item addition level eleven through fifteen) within the 
VRIN-r hybrid scale. A similar pattern was revealed in the CRIN hybrid scale (see Table 19) 
within the sample. Initially, the first addition procedure consistently produced higher mean T 
scores from item addition level one to level nine compared to the second addition procedure. 
y = 1.3452x + 49.124
R² = 0.96, p < 0.001
y = 1.6813x + 46.865
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From the tenth item added to the fifteenth, the second addition procedure began to yield higher 
mean T scores than the first addition procedure. The t-tests of the contrasts between addition 
procedures collapsing across all item addition levels for the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r scale can 
be observed in Tables 21 and 22. Both t-statistics were not significant, which suggests that there 
was no reliable difference between addition procedures at helping or harming specificity to 
overreporting within both hybrid scales.  
 Percentage above cutoff overall trend as items are added. Percentage above cutoff 
values for the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales for both addition procedures within the faking 
bad sample can be found in Tables 23 and 24, and Figures 11 and 12, respectively. These data 
appear to be a quadratic function for both addition procedures within both hybrid scales, and 
indeed, analyses supported this. The VRIN-r/F-r scale percent above cutoff by item addition 
number equation of best fit for the first item addition procedure was y = 0.3311x2 - 0.1416x + 
0.5287 and y = 0.5182x2 - 2.4938x + 3.9258 for the second addition procedure. Both equations 
were significant (p < .001) and excellent fits for these data (both R2 = 0.94; see Figure 11). The 
equations for the CRIN/F-r scale above cutoff values in the faking bad sample for the first and 
second addition procedures were y = 0.1618x2 - 0.902x + 6.3497 and y = 0.225x2 - 1.2856x + 
5.2636, correspondingly. Like the VRIN-r/F-r equations, these were both significant (p < .001) 
and near perfect fits (R2 = 0.96 and 0.94, respectively; see Figure 12). Like the findings for the 
mean T score trends in the faking bad sample, these equations evidenced that, as items are added, 
both the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r scale are sensitive to overreporting. Indeed, the significant 
quadratic equation suggested an exponential increase in profiles above the cutoff as items are 
added, again indicating that procedures to minimize the hybrid scales specificity from 
overreporting were necessary.  
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Figure 11.  
 







Comparing VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN Scales by percentage above cutoff. Percentage 
above cutoff values for the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales for the first addition procedure 
within the faking bad sample can be found in Tables 23 and 24. For the first The contrast t-test 
between the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r scales in the first addition procedure for the faking bad 
sample can be seen in Table 25.  
The mean VRIN-r/F-r percent above cutoff score (M = 26.76 SD = 24.44) was 
significantly greater than the CRIN/F-r mean percent above cutoff score (M = 12.25 SD = 8.22); 
y = 0.3311x2 - 0.1416x + 0.5287
R² = 0.94, p <0.001
y = 0.5182x2 - 2.4938x + 3.9258
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t(17.13) = 2.14, p = 0.047. Due to the homogeneity of variance assumption being violated 





















y = 0.1618x2 - 0.902x + 6.3497
R² = 0.96, p < 0.001
y = 0.225x2 - 1.2856x + 5.2636
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Results of t-tests of Mean T scores Between the VRIN-r/F-r Scales for the First and Second 
 
Addition Procedure in the Faking Bad Sample.  
 
Scale 
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Results of t-tests of Mean T scores Between the CRIN/F-r Scales for the First and Second 
  
Addition Procedure in the Faking Bad Sample. 
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Furthermore, it was not appropriate to calculate a Cohen’s d for these data as the pooled variance 
between the two groups was not an appropriate reflection of the variance of the two groups. The 
significant t-statistic suggested that, overall, the CRIN/F-r scale is significantly more specific 
from overreporting causing more respondents to go over the T score cutoff than the VRIN-r/F-r 
scale. Percentage above cutoff values for the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales for the second 
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addition procedure within the faking bad sample can also be found in Tables 23 and 24. For the 
second addition procedure the VRIN-r/F-r scale had the greatest percentage above cutoff score 
for 10/15 cells, while the CRIN-r/F-r scale captured the greatest percentage above cutoff score 
for 3/15 cells, while for 2/15 cells both the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r scale had the exact same 
percentage above cutoff scores. The t-test statistics for mean comparison between these two 
scales can be found in Table 25. Here although, the VRIN-r/F-r scale did have a greater mean 
percentage above cutoff score when compared to the CRIN/F-r scale, it was not statistically 
significant. These data indicate that, for the second addition procedure, the observed CRIN/F-r 
percent above cutoff data suggested this scale is more specific than the VRIN-r/F-r scale at 
detecting overreporting; however, the differences observed between the two scales were not 
reliably different from zero when collapsing across item addition level.  
Comparing item addition procedures by percentage above cutoff. For the VRIN 
hybrid scale (see Table 23), the second addition procedure began reliably producing higher 
percentages above cutoff compared to the first addition procedure after twelve items were added. 
Before this item level, the first addition procedure had the greatest percentage above cutoff value 
in 7/11 item levels, with the second addition procedure only having the greater percentage value 
in 3/11 item levels (item addition level two produced the same percent above cutoff value for 
both addition procedures). However, the t-test contrast between mean percentage above cutoff 
scores between the two addition procedures within the VRIN-r hybrid scale collapsing across 
item level (see Table 26) was not significant. This indicated that, although there are some 
observed slight variations between the two addition procedures within VRIN-r hybrid scale for 
the percent above cutoff scale, statistically these differences are not different form zero.





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This suggested that item addition procedure does not impact the specificity from detecting 
overreporting within the VRIN-r hybrid scale. Observing the CRIN hybrid scale (see Table 24), 
almost the exact same patterns were noted. The second addition procedure began reliably 
producing higher percentages than the first addition procedure after twelve items were added. 
Below this level, the first addition procedure obtained the greatest percentage value for 7/11 item 
levels, with the first addition procedure having the lower percentage value for the remaining 4/11 
item levels. However, the t-statistics (see Table 27) indicate that these differences, collapsing 
across item level, did not reach statistical significance. Taken together, these data indicated that 
the CRIN hybrid scale, just like the VRIN hybrid scale, did not seem to have any differences in 
specificity from overreporting when comparing the two item addition procedures, collapsing 




Results of t-tests of Percentage Above Cutoff the VRIN-r/F-r Scales for the First and Second 
Addition Procedure in the Faking Bad Sample  
Scale 













M SD n  M SD n t df  






Correlations between the hybrid scales and F-r overall trend as items are added. 
Correlations between the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r scales and the F-r sale by addition procedure 
within the faking bad sample can be found in Tables 28 and 29, respectively. Correlations 
between the both hybrid scales and the F-r scale within the faking bad sample generally 
increased linearly as items were added. It took the addition of only a few items for the 
correlations between the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales with the F-r scale to become 
statistically significant. Looking at the VRIN-r hybrid scale for the first addition procedure, the 
correlation between the hybrid scale and the F-r scale first became significant at item addition 
level three [r(138) = 0.30, p < .01]. For the second addition procedure, the first statistically 
significant correlation also occurred at item addition level three [r(138) = 0.25, p < .01]. For the 
CRIN hybrid scale, the first statistically significant correlation with the F-r scale using both the 
first and second addition procedure occurred at item addition level four [r(138) = 0.26, p < .01; 
r(138) = 0.23, p < .01, respectively]. Using Cohen’s (1988) suggestion that correlations at and 
above .50 suggest “large” effect sizes. The first and second addition procedure within the VRIN-
r hybrid scale started to produce large effect sized correlations at and after item addition level 
five [r(138) = 0.67, p < .01); r(138) = 0.51, p < .01, respectively]. For the CRIN hybrid scale 
both first and second addition procedures yielded large effect size correlations at and above item 
addition level seven [r(138) = 0.53, p < .01); r(138) = 0.50, p < .01, respectively]. Indeed, 
correlations became extremely high between the hybrid scales and the F-r scale as item addition 
levels approached fifteen. For instance, the correlation obtained between the VRIN/F-r and F-r 
scale for the first and second addition procedures was r(138) = 0.92, p < .01 and r(138) = 0.88, p 
< .01, correspondingly, at item addition level fifteen. They stood at r(138) = 0.84, p < 0.01 and 
r(138) = 0.79, p < 0.01for the first and second addition procedures, respectively, at the fifteen  
 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































item level for the CRIN hybrid scale. These data evidenced that it only takes a few added items 
to produce significant correlations between the two hybrid scales and the F-r scale in the faking 
bad sample. These significant correlations become large after only a few more items are added 
and become extremely large once item addition levels reach the fifteen-item level.  
Comparing the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r scales by correlation to F-r scale. 
Correlations by item addition level for both addition procedures were consistently less in the 
CRIN hybrid scale compared to the VRIN-r hybrid scale. This indicates that the CRIN/F-r scales 
were more statistically unrelated to the F-r scale than the VRIN-r/F-r scale was to the F-r scale in 
the faking bad sample for both addition procedures. This likely is explained by the original CRIN 
scale including more items than the initial VRIN-r scale, as it is composed of both VRIN-r and 
TRIN-r items. The addition of the TRIN items likely added an additional source of variance that 
tended to attenuate the correlations between the CRIN hybrid scale and the F-r scale when 
compared to the correlations that were produced between the VRIN-r hybrid scale and F-r scale.  
Comparing item addition procedures by correlation to F-r scale. Correlations 
between both hybrid scales and the F-r scale were consistently lower for the second addition 
procedure compared to the first item addition procedure at every item level. This suggests that 
the second item procedure produced VRIN/F-r and CRIN/F-r scales that were slightly more 
statistically unrelated from the F-r scale in the faking bad sample compared to the first item 
addition procedure. This is likely explained by the second addition procedure being composed of 
the least endorsed F-r items in the faking bad sample, which likely resulted in it being much 
more statistically unique from the F-r scale for both hybrid scales when compared to the first 




Selecting the Proper Number of Items to Add to the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r Scales 
 Taking the preliminary analyses revealed above into account, these data suggested that, 
although there was observed differences, in general, there was no statistically significant 
differences between VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r scales in sensitivity in detecting random 
responders in the normative sample (as indicated by mean T and percent above cutoff scores). 
Although correlations suggested that CRIN/F-r was less correlated to the F-r scale than the 
VRIN-r/F-r scale in the faking bad sample, in practice this did not result in statistically 
significant differences in mean T and percentage above cutoff scores within the same data. This 
evidenced that the two scales provided statistically similar sensitivity from overreporting. As 
such, it was decided that both the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales would be investigated as to 
the number of ideal items to add.  
 On the other hand, the preliminary analyses did reveal reliable statistical differences 
between the overall efficacy of the first and second item addition procedure within the hybrid 
scales. Specifically, the first item addition procedure consistently yielded higher sensitivity (as 
indicated by mean T and percent above the cutoff scores) to simulated random responding in the 
normative sample. This was especially pronounced once randomness insertion levels reached 
75% and above. There was observed differences between item addition procedures within the 
faking bad sample and correlations suggested the second addition procedure produced hybrid 
scales that were more statistically unrelated to the F-r scale than the first addition procedure’s 
resultant scales. However, in the analyses, none of these differences were statistically significant 
collapsing across item addition level. Overall, there did not appear to be any reliable differences 
between specificity in detecting overreporting between the two addition procedures within the 
hybrid scales. Thus, because the first addition procedure produced reliably better sensitivity to 
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simulated random responding and was not statistically different in specificity from the second 
addition procedure, it was the addition procedure used when selecting the proper number of 
items to add to the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales.  
 To ensure that the VRIN and CRIN hybrid scales are sufficiently specific from detecting 
overreporting, the number of items added to both scales needed to produce percent above cutoff 
values for the faking bad sample that were at or under 10%. With this criterion in place, the goal 
was to ascertain the item addition level for both hybrid scales that has the highest percent above 
cutoff in the normative sample (suggesting maximized sensitivity to random responding) while 
simultaneously having a percent above cutoff level at or below 10% in the faking bad sample to 
maintain proper sensitivity. The item levels that meet the latter criteria can be found in Table 23 
for the VRIN-r/F-r scale and Table 24 for the CRIN/F-r scale. For the first addition procedure, 
item addition levels one through four along with item level six and seven were all under 10% for 
the VRIN-r/F-r scale, and item levels one through ten were all under 10% for the CRIN/F-r scale. 
Remembering those item levels, the percentage above the cutoff data for the first addition 
procedure in the normative sample can be seen in Tables 10 and 11 for the VRIN-r and CRIN 
hybrid scales, respectively. For the VRIN-r data, item addition level six produced the highest 
percent above cutoff values for the 75% and 100% randomness level, whereas item addition 
level three produced the highest levels at the 25% and 50% level. The six-item level was selected 
as the ideal level because it had better sensitivity at the higher randomness levels, particularly at 
the 100% level, and because it’s sensitivity levels at the 25% and 50% randomness level were 
very similar to item level three values. Looking at the ten items that met the specificity criterion 
for the CRIN hybrid scale, item level six produced the greatest percent above cutoff value for 
simulated randomness levels of 25%, 50%, and 75%, but item addition level eight produced the 
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greatest percentage value at the 100% level. The six item addition level was selected as the ideal 
number of items to add to the CRIN hybrid scale because it had three of four of the greatest 
percentage above cutoff values by simulated randomness level, and also only had a negligibly 
different value at the 100% randomness level compared to item level eight (67.70% vs. 69.01%, 
respectively). Furthermore, selecting a lower item addition level means that the new CRIN 
hybrid scale will be more statistically unrelated (by correlation) from the F-r scale. Taken 
together, the addition of six items using the first addition procedure in both the VRIN-r/F-r and 
CRIN/F-r scales created the ideal levels of both sensitivity to random responding and specificity 
from overreporting.  
Adding the six F-r items to both the VRIN-r and CRIN scales also resulted in a dramatic 
improvement in the sensitivity to random responding compared to baseline. Looking at Table 10, 
the original VRIN-r scale detected 6.00%, 15.78%, 24.10%, and 32.67% of protocols being over 
the 75 T score cutoff for simulated randomness at 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%. With the six F-r 
items added, the percentage of protocols detected to be over the cutoff increased to 8.20%, 
28.20%, 50.50%, and 68.20% at each respective simulated randomness level. This means that 
adding the six F-r items to the VRIN-r scale approximately doubled the scales ability to detect 
protocols over the cutoff for randomness at 50% and above. Observing Table 11, the original 
CRIN scale detected 7.00%, 17.39%, 29.32%, and 39.75% of protocols being above the 75 T 
score cutoff for the simulated randomness levels of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%, correspondingly. 
When the six F-r items were added to the CRIN scale, these detection levels improved to 7.89%, 
25.90%, 51.30%, 67.70% for each respective level of simulated random responding. Again, like 
what was seen in the VRIN-r scale, this represented a dramatic increase in sensitivity. 
Furthermore, comparing VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales with the six items added revealed that 
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both have very similar abilities in detecting protocols above the 75 T score cutoff for each level 
of simulated randomness.  
Correlations Between the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r Scales and the Restructured Clinical 
Scales 
The correlations for the unrounded, untruncated T scores in the normative sample for the 
original VRIN-r, original CRIN, F-r, VRIN-r/F-r, and CRIN/F-r scales with the Restructured 
Clinical (RC) scales can be seen in Table 30. Ideally, the newly created VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F- 
r scale’s correlations with the RC scales should more resemble the original VRIN-r and CRIN 
scale’s correlations and not the F-r scales correlations with the RC scales, as this would indicate 
more statistical unrelatedness from the F-r scale, providing more evidence of specificity of the 
new hybrid scales from detection of overreporting. Reviewing Table 30, the VRIN-r/F-r and 
CRIN/F-r scale’s correlations with the RC scales were generally more alike the original VRIN-r 
and CRIN correlations than the F-r correlations. Two notable exceptions were the correlations 
observed with Low Positive Emotions (RC4) and Antisocial Behavior (RC6). Here, the original 
VRIN-r and CRIN scales had correlations that were very similar or even higher than the F-r 
scales correlations to the two RC scales. This meant that the resultant VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r 
correlations tended to be closer and even higher than the F-r correlations. Otherwise, correlations 
to the seven other Restructured Clinical scales suggest that the two new hybrid scales appear to 
resemble the original scales indicating adequate statistical uniqueness from the F-r scales.  
 
 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Adding six F-r items to both the VRIN-r and CRIN scales, using an item addition 
procedure that focused on F-r items that were the most infrequently responded to in the keyed 
direction within normative sample, yielded a dramatic increase in both scales sensitivity to  
simulated random responding in the normative sample. Furthermore, descriptive and 
correlational analyses within the normative sample and the faking bad sample indicated that the 
two newly created hybrid scales were specific enough from the F-r scale such that they are not 
overly sensitive to overreporting. This means they can both be effectively used as scales that 
uniquely detect non-content responding.  
Taken altogether, both newly created scales should greatly aid the clinical user in 
effectively identifying and invalidating “aberrant” protocols (Tellegen, 1988) that are 
oversaturated with random responding. Clinical users can also be reasonably confident that 
protocols that are invalidated by the VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r scales are solely due to non-
content responding and not overreporting. All of this should help the clinician in interpreting 
MMPI-A-RF protocols that truly represent that respondents psychological and personality 
functioning, and to be able to tell the difference between protocols that were invalidated due to 
content non-responsiveness and overreporting. In turn, this will help the MMPI-A-RF user to 
make the proper diagnosis and treatment recommendations.  
In process of exploring the feasibility of adding F-r items to the VRIN and CRIN scales 
and determining the ideal number of items to add, several notable findings were revealed in the 




Trend Analyses  
 In most of the data there was a clear linear trend in the Mean T score and percent above 
cutoff data for both hybrid scales within both the normative and faking bad sample as items were 
increased. This indicated that the addition of F-r items did improve the sensitivity of both hybrid 
scales in detecting simulated randomness in the normative sample. Furthermore, it indicated that 
both hybrid scales were also sensitive to overreporting in the faking bad sample, and thus proper 
analyses were needed to ensure that the new hybrid scales were adequately specific to just detect 
random responding and not overreporting. Some notable findings in the trend analysis data are 
discussed and explained below: 
 First, analyses revealed the Mean T scores and percent above cutoff values for both the 
VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r scales created by both addition procedures generally remained 
unchanged at the 25% and 50% simulated randomness levels as items were added in the 
normative sample. The quadratic and linear trends that were fitted to the data showed very 
minimal to modest increases at these two levels of randomness, as well, for the Mean T score 
and percent above cutoff data. Additionally, these two statistics tended to be relatively low at 
baseline for both the original VRIN-r and CRIN scales. This suggests that, first, the VRIN-r and 
CRIN scales are not very sensitive to random responding that saturates less than 75% of an 
MMPI-A-RF protocol, and second, adding F-r items does not seem to remedy this insensitivity to 
an appreciable extent.  
 Another notable finding in the trend analysis data was the quadratic trends identified in 
both hybrid scales for the Mean T score for the first addition procedure in the normative sample 
and with the percent above cutoff data for both addition procedures in the faking bad sample. 
The initial finding is likely explained by the first addition procedures focus on adding the least 
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endorsed items in the normative sample. The first finding is likely explained by the fact that the 
initial items added within the first addition procedure tended to have significantly lower 
endorsement rates than the middle items that were added (see Table 1). This meant that the 
simulated randomness tended to produce more deviant scores from the baseline for these more 
rarely endorsed items, resulting in sharper increases in the Mean T score as items were initially 
added. As more items were added though, the marginal endorsement rates between items 
lessened, which resulted in a flattening of the Mean T score slope line for both hybrid scales. 
This initial sharp increase and flattening of the slope explains why a negative quadratic trend was 
fitted. The second addition procedure was tailored to the least endorsed items in the faking bad 
sample, which meant that this same pattern was not reproduced in the second addition procedure 
for Mean T scores, rather a linear trend was fitted.  
 The second quadratic finding in the percent above cutoff data for both hybrid scales and 
both addition procedures in the faking bad sample was likely explained by the frequency 
distribution of the F-r data scores in this sample. The faking responders in this data produced a 
“J” curve in the F-r T score data, which meant, that as each additional F-r item was added to both 
the VRIN-r and CRIN hybrid scales, more and more faking responders were going to score in the 
keyed direction in both addition procedures and score above the cutoff. As such, the percent 
above cutoff data resembles the original distribution curve of the F-r data in the faking bad 
sample.  Additionally, the second addition procedure focused on maximizing specificity by 
adding, sequentially, the lowest endorsed F-r items to both hybrid scale, which maximized this 





VRIN-r/F-r vs. CRIN/F-r 
 One of the aims of the study was to investigate whether there was a difference in 
sensitivity to simulated randomness and specificity from overreporting between the VRIN-r/F-r 
and CRIN/F-r scales. Although there were some observed differences between the performance 
of these two scales, most statistical comparisons collapsing across item addition level revealed 
that both scale’s sensitivity and specificity were similar. As such, analyses were conducted to 
add the proper F-r items to both scales. It was perhaps expected that the CRIN scale may 
outperform the VRIN-r scale in sensitivity to random responding because the CRIN scale, 
because of its inclusion of the TRIN-r c-composites, is longer. However, the inclusion of the 
TRIN-r items may have served as a break on the sensitivity of the CRIN scale. As was discussed 
in the introduction, 100% random responding on a MMPI-A-RF protocol has a 50/50 equal 
chance to activate both c-composites and F-r items in both the keyed and the non-keyed 
configuration. As such, although the inclusion of the TRIN-r c-composites lengthened the CRIN 
scale, it is likely that the simulated random responding was equally likely to trip these TRIN-r c-
composites in a non-keyed (less acquiescent and counter-acquiescent) direction those reducing 
Mean T scores and suppressing the amount of protocols over the cutoff.  
First Addition Procedure vs. Second Addition Procedure 
 A second aim of this study was to investigate whether there were differences in the 
sensitivity to random responding in the normative sample and specificity from overreporting in 
the faking bad sample for both hybrid scales if two different item addition procedures were used. 
Analyses did reveal differences. Specifically, the first addition procedure generally produced 
statistically greater mean T scores and percentages above cutoff, collapsing across item addition 
level, in both hybrid scales within the normative sample at all four levels of simulated 
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randomness. This suggest that the first addition procedure produced hybrid scales that were more 
sensitive to simulated random responding in the normative sample compared to the second 
addition procedure. Indeed, maximizing sensitivity is exactly why the first addition procedure 
was created, and statistical analyses bore than out. On the other hand, statistical comparisons of 
mean T scores and percent above cutoff, collapsing across item level, for both hybrid scales in 
the faking bad sample revealed no significant differences. This suggested that, even though the 
second addition procedure was created to maximize specificity from overreporting, the analyses 
suggested no statistical differences in specificity from overreporting between the two addition 
procedures in both hybrid scales. Thus, due to the first addition procedures superior sensitivity 
production, it was utilized to create the new VRIN-r/F-r and CRIN/F-r scales.  
Limitations and Future Research 
 One of the limitations of the study was the nature of the simulated randomness inserted 
into the normative sample that was used in testing the sensitivity of the hybrid scales. A unique 
data set was produced for each of the four levels of randomness, at every item addition level, for 
both hybrid scales, and for both addition procedures; however, this means that, due to the nature 
of randomness, that some of these unique data sets could have been extreme causing the data to 
not be prototypically random and biasing some of the individual sensitivity statistics for certain 
data cells in the analysis. This bias was likely lessened due to this study sampling across multiple 
levels of randomness and across many item additions levels; however, it is important that this 
study be replicated to ensure that the sensitivity statistics obtained for the VRIN-r and CRIN 
hybrid scales are stable. It may also be feasible to use bootstrapping statistics to produce 
confidence intervals for the mean T scores and percent above cutoff values at each level of item 
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addition and randomness in future studies to help ensure that observed values are not extreme 
due to sampling error.  
 An additional drawback of the current study was the post-hoc nature of fitting trend lines 
to the data. The primary aim of this study was to test the feasibility of adding F-r items to both 
the VRIN-r and CRIN scale to improve their sensitivity to random responding, and as such, no 
hypotheses were made about the trends of the mean T score and percent above cutoff data as F-r 
items were added. Trend lines were fitted to the data to help the reader understand patterns, and 
then possible explanations of why these trend lines fit were provided. Now that these trends have 
been observed, it is crucial to conduct a replication study to ascertain if they are reproducible. It 
may also be fruitful to dig deeper into the relationship between F-r item endorsement rates in the 
samples and their relationship to the trends of the Mean T and percent above cutoff scores as 
items are added. This would not only aid in better understanding how F-r items affect the 
efficacy of the VRIN-r and CRIN scales in the MMPI-A-RF, but the statistical concepts revealed 
could aid future researchers in designing other non-content response scales in other self-report 
measures.  
 Another limitation of this study was the use of simulated fakers to aid in the specificity 
analyses for the hybrid scales and the use of simulated randomness only within the normative 
sample. Boone (2013) outlines some of the drawbacks of using simulated fakers to represent 
actual overreporting in symptom validity studies. She points out that there is questionable 
generalizability of findings from simulated feigners to data from actual overreporting test takers 
sampled in the clinical milieu. Indeed, studies using samples of simulated feigners tend to 
observe higher sensitivity measures in symptom validity measures then are observed in studies 
using feigners drawn from clinical samples (Boone, 2013). Boone additionally explains that there 
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is enough evidence to suggest there are differences in simulated overreporting samples vs. 
clinical overreporting samples that often in forensic settings plaintiff attorneys successfully 
attack symptom validity measures that were solely validated on simulated fakers. Additionally, 
simulated feigners may not actually feign in intended ways in experimental conditions 
(Lindstrom, Coleman, Thomassin, Southall, & Lindstrom, 2011). Furthermore, non-content 
responding was investigated only within the normative sample and by inserting simulated 
randomness.  
Taken together, there is some question as to whether the findings obtained in this study 
will generalize to clinical populations and to respondents in those settings that are actual feigners 
and random responders. The ideal solution to this is to replicate the findings found here in a 
population of actual feigners and non-content responders drawn from clinical populations. 
Investigating the effects of simulated randomness in MMPI-A-RF protocols drawn from clinical 
populations would also be helpful, as it could determine if simulated randomness affects the 
VRIN-r and CRIN scales differently within the normative sample and clinical samples. All these 
possible areas of future research would do much in helping determine the generalizability of this 
study’s findings in clinical populations.   
Another area of future research is the investigation of how the original VRIN-r and CRIN 
scales are sensitive to differing levels of randomness. One of the main findings of the analyses in 
this study was that the original VRIN-r and CRIN scales were not particularly sensitive to 
simulated randomness at and below 50%, and that adding F-r items did not greatly improve the 
sensitivity at these randomness levels. Analyzing the sensitivity of the original VRIN-r and 
CRIN scale at differing levels of randomness was beyond the scope of this current study, and 
thus only four levels of randomness were utilized in analyses. Future studies may seek to test the 
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two scales with a more complete range of randomness to understand at what levels these two 
scales begin to reliably detect random responding. This would aid clinicians in understanding the 
relationship between the portion of randomness in the MMPI-A-RF protocol and VRIN-r and 
CRIN scores, which may better help them detect non-content responders. The other main finding 
from this study is that the sequence in which F-r items were added to the hybrid scales 
significantly affected their sensitivity to random responding (but their specificity from 
overreporting). Future studies may seek to observe how different item addition procedures using 
the F-r items affect the mean T and percentage above cutoff scores of the hybrid scales. 
 Finally, it is important to remind the reader that the CRIN/F-r scale produced, although 
sufficiently unique from detection of overreporting, is not just a measure of random responding. 
Because the original CRIN scale incorporates items from the TRIN-r scale, it is also a measure 
of acquiescent and counter-acquiescent responding. Only the VRIN-r/F-r scale that was produced 
is solely a measure of random responding due to its unique c-composite structure (Tellegan & 
Ben-Porath, 2008). Thus, clinicians need to be cautious when interpreting CRIN/F-r elevations 
as indications of random responding, as it could be this scale is elevated solely due to 
acquiescent or counter-acquiescent responding. Checking the TRIN-r and the VRIN-r/F-r scales 
in the protocol should help the clinician to determine what type of non-content responding is 
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